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1
1.1

Introduction and Summary

Introduction

In July 2011, the Templeton Community Services District (District) authorized this Water
and Wastewater Master Plan Update to its November 2005 Water and Wastewater Master
Plans. The 2005 Plan update provided a detailed evaluation of the District’s water and
wastewater system infrastructure with respect to existing and future needs with a 20-year
horizon. The reports included discussion on existing and future population, growth patterns,
water demand, water supply, water storage, water distribution, wastewater flows, wastewater
system analysis, and recommended capital improvements and corresponding estimated costs.
A number of significant improvements and changes to both the Water and Wastewater
systems have been made since then. The purpose of this Master Plan Update is to
acknowledge those changes and projects completed, update current and build-out water and
wastewater demand data, identify deficiencies, to recognize potential future capital costs and
make recommendations for appropriate improvements.
This Master Plan Update was performed in conjunction with several other District studies
and efforts:
• Templeton Subunit Study, July 2012, updated August 2013, Fugro Consultants Inc.
• Well Field Assessment, August 2012, updated August 2013, Fugro Consultants Inc.
• Wastewater System Evaluation, April 2012, Hatch Mott MacDonald
• Nacimiento Surface Water Treatment Plant Predesign Technical Memorandum,
October 2012, AECOM
• East Side Force Main Predesign Technical Memorandum, May 2013 AECOM
This Master Plan Update in conjunction with these focused water and wastewater studies
provide a better understanding of the District’s overall water and wastewater resource needs
and options. Many of the recommendations contained within these studies are incorporated
into this document either directly, or by reference. A “Draft Master Plan Update” was
provided by WSC consultants that presented detailed projections, infrastructure analysis, and
capital improvement project development. A major component of this master planning
effort included development of GIS mapping and models of the water and wastewater
systems. These models, where appropriate, were used to evaluate and identify current and
build-out issues within the District’s water and wastewater systems and shaped the basis for
the Capital Improvement Projects (CIPs) recommendations.
The contract with WSC was canceled prior to WSC finalizing the “Draft Master Plan
Update”. This “Final Master Plan Update” was developed by the District with review and
editing assistance from J. Crowley Group and Dave Andres, and presents the methodologies,
findings, and recommendations for the water and wastewater systems as developed in the
studies listed above and the “Draft Master Plan Update”
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1.2

Summary

Projected water demands and wastewater flows at build-out conditions are summarized in
Table 1-1. Figure 1-1 presents the projected water demands and water supplies. As Figure
1-1 indicates, annual demands may exceed annual supplies sometime after the year 2030 if
the East Side Force Main project is implemented and provides the assumed supplies. It
should also be pointed out that the supply availability in future years may be further limited
by conditions beyond the Districts’ control based on such factors as regulatory changes,
permit restrictions, environmental circumstances and drought conditions. This Master Plan
Update identifies infrastructure alternatives to provide additional water supply. The
proposed strategy includes two main projects: the East Side Force Main and Lift Station
Project and the Nacimiento Water Treatment Plant. The East Side Force Main and Lift
Station Project will return all wastewater flow to the Meadowbrook Wastewater Treatment
Plant. The treated wastewater is discharged at the Selby percolation ponds and retrieved
later at the District’s river wells. The second project is the Nacimiento Water Treatment
Plant. This is a new treatment plant to treat the District’s 250 acre-feet per year contractual
water supply from the Lake Nacimiento Pipeline Project. These two proposed projects
represent nearly $15 million in estimated capital costs, but a supply shortfall is still
anticipated based on the range of projected demands identified Figure 1-1 starting sometime
after the year 2030.
There were no other supply alternatives currently presented in the “Draft Master Plan” to
meet the full build out projected demands. Prior to constructing the supply projects, it is
recommended the District address its full supply needs in an Integrated Water Resources
Strategic Plan (IWRSP). The District should develop an IWRSP within 18 months that
investigates a wide range of potential supply options and evaluates the alternatives based on
long-term costs and maximum reliability. The Nacimiento Water Treatment Plant and East
Side Force Main and Lift Station projects may still be selected for implementation as parts of
the overall strategy. However, it is recommended that a full Integrated Water Resources
Strategic Plan (IWRSP) be in place to identify all the necessary supplies and demand
management programs prior to committing nearly $15 million for the two supply projects.
Table 1-1. Projected Water Demands and Wastewater Flows
Element
Water Planning Area
Annual Demand
Maximum Day Demand
Wastewater Planning Area
Average Daily Flow
Peak Wet Weather Flow

Current (2010)

Build Out

1,645 AFY
2,950 gpm

2,512 AFY
4,500 gpm

372,000 gpd
0.8 mgd

674,000 gpd
2.16 mgd

!
!
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!

Figure'1)1.''Projected'Supply'Versus'Demand'
!
The hydraulic models evaluated the existing infrastructure capacities and infrastructure
improvements were developed to maintain service as the system expands. Recommended
projects are developed and described in the “Final Master Plan Update”. The recommended
approach for implementing the CIP over the next five years is summarized in Table 1-2. As
shown, there are a few projects recommended for the next two years to address current
reliability or capacity issues. However, the supply projects are not scheduled for
construction pending the outcome of the IWRP recommendations. The future capacity
expansion projects are also not scheduled and will depend on actual water demand or
wastewater flow growth. The District will monitor operations and program in the expansion
projects when needed.
!
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Table 1-2. CIP Implementation
Start
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2015

Project
Projects to Implement in Next Two Years
Integrated Water Resources Strategic Plan
(IWRSP)
WWTP Optimization
Westside Lift Station Capacity and Reliability
Westside Pressure Zone
Water and Sewer Asset Management Plan
Inflow/Infiltration Study
Projects to Implement In Future
Wastewater
East Side Force Main and Lift Station
WWTP Rapid Filtration/Tertiary
Bennett Way Interceptor Upgrade
East Side Interceptor Upgrade
WWTP Headworks
Water
Nacimiento Water Treatment Plant
Expanded Westside Pressure Zone
101 East 14-Inch Upgrade
Rossi Road/Shane Lane Connector
Abramson Road 12-Inch Upgrade
Bethel Road Water Tank
Expanded Pressure Zones PRV
Platz River Well
Platz Deep Aquifer Well
101 West 14-inch Upgrade
Total:

October 2013

Budget

Notes

$120,000 Begin project in Fall 2013.
$232,500
$1,356,300
$3,610,100
$50,000
$30,000

Ongoing, complete project.
Begin in 2014 pending available funds/final construction approval.
Begin in 2014 pending available funds. Potential for reduced scope.
Conduct concurrently with IWRP.
Results inform future wastewater project prioritization.

$5,301,000
$2,092,500
$254,000
$577,100
$1,550,000

Complete current project efforts. Follow IRWP recommendations.
Follow IWRP and optimization project recommendations.
Implement when flows increase.
Implement when flows increase.
Implement pending results of optimization project.

$8,500,000
$109,000
$2,593,700
$69,100
$1,127,700
$1,143,600
$86,300
$860,000
$930,000
$2,335,300
$32,928,000

Estimate is $7-$10 million. Follow IWRP recommendations.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Implement when increased demands affect storage needs.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Follow IWRP recommendations.
Follow IWRP recommendations.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Rounded, may vary by $1.5 million due to WTP cost range.
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2
2.1

Land Use and Service Area

Planning Area Land Use

The District currently provides water and wastewater service to customers within the service
area and to specific water and wastewater customers outside the service area with user
agreements. The existing service area and the sphere of influence (SOI) boundary are
defined and approved by the San Luis Obispo Local Formation Commission (LAFCO) and
reviewed every 5 years. The SOI boundary represents the 20-year planning boundary of the
area that might be considered for annexation into the District. The selected planning area for
this Master Plan study is the District Service area and the SOI boundary as shown in Figure
2-1.
The County determines land use zoning in the existing Land Use and Circulation Element
and the Land Use Ordinance. The current land use designations are shown on Figure 2-2.
Land use designations are used to project current water demands and wastewater flows in
each respective chapter of this report. The County provided current and build out dwelling
unit and non-residential square feet within the planning area as summarized in Table 2-1.
The existing planning area currently contains 76 percent of the total build out residential
units, and 23 percent of the total build out non-residential square footage.
Table 2-1. Existing and Build Out Land Use.
Land Use Code Description

Residential (Dwelling Units)
Residential Multi Family
Residential Rural
Residential Suburban
Residential Single Family
Residential Total:
Non Residential (Square Feet)
Commercial Retail
Commercial Service
Industrial
Office Professional
Commercial Total:

Existing
Dwelling Units/
Sq. ft.

Total Build Out
Dwelling units/
Sq. ft.

Existing
Percent of Total
Build Out

382
75

579
106

66%
71%

729
1,279
2,465

983
1,573
3,241

74%
81%
76%

157,258
255,612
254,750

2,208,807
594,775
942,738

7%
43%
27%

415,428
1,083,048

865,666
4,611,986

48%
23%

Note: Data from County Planning and Building, 12-20-2011.

The San Luis Obispo County Planning & Building Department has also developed the 20102012 Resource Summary Report; San Luis Obispo County General Plan dated March 12, 2013. The
Resource Management System (RMS) provides information to guide the Board of
Supervisors on decisions about balancing land development with the resources necessary to
sustain such development.
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When a resource deficiency becomes apparent, the County working with the local agency has
several courses of action that are possible to protect the public health, safety and welfare:
• The resource capacity may be expanded;
• Conservation measures may be introduced to extend the availability of unused
capacity;
• Resource efficiencies may be introduced;
• Development may be restricted or redirected to areas with remaining resource
capacity.
The RMS uses three alert levels called levels of severity (LOS) to identify differing levels of
resource deficiencies.
• Level I is the first alert level and occurs when sufficient lead time exists either to
expand the capacity of the resource, or to decrease the rate at which the resource is
being depleted.
• Level II identifies the crucial point at which some moderation of the rate of resource
use must occur to prevent exceeding the resource capacity.
• Level III occurs when the demand for the resource equals or exceeds its supply and
is the most critical level of concern. The County and local agency should take a series
of actions to address resource deficiencies before Level III is reached.
If the Board of Supervisors determines that a particular resource situation is not being dealt
with adequately by a local agency, or that a failure to act could result in serious
consequences, it sets in motion the certification process. The certification process involves
the completion of a Resource Capacity Study (RCS), which investigates the resource issue in
more detail than the preliminary analysis that resulted in the "recommended" level of
severity. The RCS is the subject of public hearings by the Planning Commission and the
Board of Supervisors. If the Board of Supervisors certifies a level of severity, the appropriate
“action requirements” are implemented. Table 2-2 provides a summary of the LOS Index
for water and wastewater services.
Table 2-2. SLO County Level of Severity (LOS) Index.
Resource
Water Supply

Water
System
Wastewater
Treatment

October 2013

Level of Severity I
When projected water
demand over the next nine
years equals or exceeds the
estimated dependable supply.

Level of Severity II
When projected water
demand over the next seven
years equals or exceeds the
estimated dependable supply.

Level of Severity III
When projected water
demand equals or
exceeds the estimated
dependable supply.

When the water delivery
system is projected to be
operating at design capacity
within seven years.
When projected peak flow
equals the treatment plant
design capacity within six
years.

When the water delivery
system is projected to be
operating at design capacity
within the next five years.
When projected peak flow
equals the treatment plant
design capacity within five
years.

When the water delivery
system reaches its
design capacity.
When projected peak
flow equals or exceeds
the treatment plant
design capacity.
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Templeton Community Services District has been designated by the County as a LOS I for
Water Supply and no serious deficiencies have been identified for the District’s Water
System and Wastewater Treatment. As indicated by the County the District needs to address
water supply issues over the next nine years to insure a dependable supply.

2.2

Water Planning Area

Table 2-3 presents the 2009-2010 FY and planning area build out water customer land use
data. The water service planning area is 3,563 acres total, with 2,190 currently developed.
This indicates the water service planning area is approximately 61 percent developed.
Table 2-3. Water Customer Land Use (figures rounded).
Land Use

Customer
Count*

Area Served,
acres

Un-served Area,
acres

Total Planning Area,
acres

Residential
Residential Multi Family
Residential Rural
Residential Suburban
Residential Single Family
Residential total:

238
109
735
1,084
2,166

40
570
836
283
1,729

24
398
358
75
855

64
968
1,194
358
2,584

Non Residential
Commercial Retail
Commercial Service
Industrial
Office Professional
Agriculture
Multi-Land Use
Open Space
Public Facility
Recreation
Rural Lands
Non-Res Total:

184
42
58
89
10
1
32
3
419

49
71
87
46
37
5
159
7
461

112
31
53
33
180
109
518

161
102
140
79
217
5
268
7
979

Total

2,585

2,190

1,373

3,563

Note: Customer Count and Connections are used interchangeably in this report.
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Figure 2-1. Planning Area
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Figure 2-2. Land Use Map
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2.3

Wastewater Planning Area

The wastewater service area is much smaller than the water service area due to many large lot
parcels utilizing septic tanks. The District identified probable areas of development and/or
sewer conversion for the planning process. The existing and proposed sewer service areas
are illustrated on Figures 2-3 and 2-4 and summarized in Table 2-4. As indicated in the
table, many of these areas will not be added unless the residents or developer fund the
infrastructure to connect to the wastewater system. However, they are identified by the
District as possible additions by ultimate build out and therefore included in the planning
area.
Table 2-4. Future Planned Sewer Service Areas.
Area
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Currently residential with septic system. Homeowners will need to petition the District and
fund the infrastructure for connection..
Potential development area. Developer(s) will need to petition the District for service.
Currently residential with septic system. Homeowners will need to petition the District and
fund the infrastructure for connection for annexation.
Potential development area. District including in planning area due to probable need for
future sewer service.
Currently commercial/industrial with septic. District including in planning area due to
probable need for future sewer service.

Note: See Figure 2-4 for map of designated areas.
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Figure 2-3. Existing Wastewater Service Area
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Figure 2-4. Wastewater Planning Area
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Table 2-5 presents the 2009-2010 FY and planning area build out wastewater customer land
use data. The wastewater service planning area is 1,768 acres total, with 616 currently
developed. This indicates the wastewater service planning area is only 35 percent developed.
Table 2-5. Wastewater Existing and Future Sewer Service Areas.
Land Use

Existing Customer
Count

Residential
Residential Multi Family
Residential Rural
Residential Suburban
Residential Single Family
Residential total:
Non Residential
Commercial Retail
Commercial Service
Industrial
Office Professional
Agriculture
Multi-Land Use
Open Space
Public Facility
Hospital
Recreation
Rural Lands
Non-Res total:
Total

2.4

Existing Area
Served, acres

Un-served Area,
acres

Total Planning
Area, acres

193
4
306
957
1,460.0

24.9
1.6
148.4
225.5
400.4

39.3
48.7
603.0
101.2
792.2

64.2
50.3
751.4
326.7
1,192.6

128
20
27
68
0
1
0
25

27.8
36.4
44.2
24.3
0
5.1
0
58.7
15.4
3.8
0
215.7
616.1

98.2
47.9
98.7
54.6
48.5
0.0
0
9.0
0
2.9
0
359.8
1,152

126.0
84.3
142.9
78.9
48.5
5.1
0
67.7
15.4
6.7
0
575.5
1,768.1

2
1
272
1,732

Population Projections

Historical and current populations are calculated for the service area based on U.S. Census
data and projected populations are calculated based on population data developed by the
County and San Luis Obispo Council of Governments (SLOCOG).
The San Luis Obispo County Planning and Building Department (County) provided a
spreadsheet with the population in 2000 and 2010 through 2040 in five-year increments for
the Templeton Urban Reserve Line (URL). The County’s projections were based on 2010
U.S. Census data and projections prepared by the San Luis Council of Governments
(SLOCOG) for the Templeton URL. The SLOCOG projections are based on a
comprehensive study of historical population trends for California and the County, shortterm and long-term population reports, economic conditions, and consultation with planners
from the County. WSC calculated annual growth rates for the URL in five-year increments
from 2010 through 2040. The annual growth rates for the URL are applied to the 2010
service area populations to yield the projected service area populations. The build-out URL
population, defined as the maximum population that can occur considering the zoning and
land use designations of the current General Plan, is established at 9,172 persons based on
October 2013
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the County’s provided population spreadsheet. The County’s population projections show
Templeton reaching a population of 9,174 in 2040, which exceeds its URL build-out
population of 9,172. Therefore, it is assumed that the URL build-out population, as well as
the service area populations will be reached in 2040.
Table 2-5 shows the historical, current, and projected populations for the District. The
water service area population projections will be required in the future to meet California
Department of Water Resources Urban Water Management Plan reporting requirements.
The URL/USL (Urban Reserve Line/Urban Service Area) are County planning designations.
The URL/USL is not exactly congruent with the District’s planning service areas, but
population projection percent growth factors are used to estimate the District’s population
projections.
Table 2-5. Historical, Current, and Projected Populations.
Water Service Area
Population
Templeton URL / USL
Population1
Templeton URL Annual
Growth Rate %

2000
5,160

2010
6,838

2015
7,042

2020
7,586

2025
7,934

2030
8,548

2035
8,947

2040
8,993

4,607

6,976

7,184

7,739

8,094

8,720

9,128

9,174

n/a

4.24%

0.59%

1.50%

0.90%

1.50%

0.92%

0.10%

Note: URL/USL data from County Planning and Building, 12-20-2011.
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3
3.1

Integrated Water Resources Strategy

Demands

Water demands for existing customers are analyzed and future water demands based on
current land use are projected in this section. A complete water demand analysis is provided
in Appendix B and is summarized below.
Table 3-1 presents the existing water customer demands and unit demand factors. Current
water demands are adjusted using a 5 year average over the 2006-2010 timeframe in order to
account for the high variability of water use during this time.
Table 3-1. Existing Customer Demands.

Land Use Code
Description
Residential
Residential Multi Family
Residential Rural
Residential Suburban
Residential Single Family
Residential Total:
Non-Residential
Commercial Retail
Commercial Service
Industrial
Office Professional
Agriculture
Multi-Land Use Category
Open Space
Public Facility
Recreation
Rural Lands
Non-Residential Total:
Total:

2009-2010
Fiscal Year
Connections

Current
Water
Demands
(gpd)

Current
Acres
Served
(2010)

Current
Water
Demand
(gpd/
Connection)

Current Land
Use Water
Demands
Factors
(gpd/Acre)

238
109
735
1,084
2,166

79,853
76,349
524,164
525,815
1,206,181

40
570
836
283
1,729

336
700
713
485
--

1,996
134
627
1,858
--

183
43
58
89
10
1
32
3
-419
2,585

72,989
21,016
21,517
52,683
5,898
9,795
76,805
1,604
-262,307
1,468,488

49
71
87
46
37
5
159
7
-461
2,190

399
489
371
592
590
9,795
2,400
535
----

1,490
296
247
1,145
159
1,959
483
229
----

Table 3-2 presents the planning area build out projected water demands. Water demands are
based on the land use demand factors (gpd/acre) presented in Table 3-1. The ultimate build
out water demand is projected at 2,512 acre-feet per year (AFY). Current adjusted water
demand is 1,645 AFY (65 percent of total), whereas the actual 2010 annual demand was
1,420 AF.

October 2013
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Table 3-2. Projected Planning Area Build Out Demands.
Land Use Code
Description

Residential
Residential Multi Family
Residential Rural
Residential Suburban
Residential Single Family
Residential Total:
Non-Residential
Commercial Retail
Commercial Service
Industrial
Office Professional
Agriculture
Multi-Land Use Category
Open Space
Public Facility
Recreation
Rural Lands
Non-Residential Total:
Total, gpd:
Total, AFY:

Current
Water
Demands
(gpd)

Land Use Water
Demand Factor
(gpd/Acre)

Future
Demand
Parcels
(Acres)

Future
Demands
(gpd)

Total Buildout
Demands
(gpd)

79,853
76,349
524,164
525,815
1,206,181

1,996
134
627
1,858
-

24
398
358
75
855

47,904
53,402
224,466
139,350
465,122

127,757
129,751
748,630
665,165
1,671,303

72,989
21,016
21,517
52,683
5,898
9,795
-76,805
1,604
-262,307
1,468,488
1,645

1,490
296
247
1145
159
1,959
-483
229
----

112
31
53
33
180
0
-109
0
-518
1,373
--

166,880
9,176
13,091
37,785
28,620
0
-52,647
0
-308,199
773,321
867

239,869
30,192
34,608
90,468
34,518
9,795
-129,452
1,604
-570,506
2,241,809
2,512

Water demands are a result of human behavior, and therefore difficult to predict. Demands
are affected by many factors such as conservation implementation, economy, demographics,
type of development, weather patterns, perceived weather, rates, and many other issues. In
addition, the District has a large percentage of undeveloped commercial and industrial land
that presents difficulty in estimating future water demands. Various state-wide initiatives,
laws, and regulations are aimed at reducing water demands in the future. At a minimum, the
State expects to reduce urban water demands 20 percent by the year 2020 (20x2020). The
District is not yet required to meet these goals, as they apply to agencies with 3,000 or more
connections, or more than 3,000 AFY in demands. However, the District will most likely be
required to meet demand reductions in the future due to the expanding customer base or
potential changes in the State requirements and the District is proactively planning water
conservation measures.
This planning effort did not include a detailed analysis of a range of potential future
demands as a result of regulatory and non-regulatory parameters. For supply planning
purposes, it is assumed that demand could be fifteen percent higher or 20 percent lower than
the total projected demand. This range is projected in 10-year increments out to the year
2040 in Figure 3-1. As seen in the figure, there is potential for a wide range of actual
demands. The impact of this range is further discussed in conjunction with the supply
strategy section.
October 2013
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Figure 3-1. Potential Range of Projected Demands
Monthly demand varies throughout the year mostly due to irrigation needs. The build out
annual projected demand is divided into monthly demands using existing District production
data to create monthly peaking factors. The monthly demand is shown in Figure 3-2. Some
of the District’s water supplies are restricted to summer (April 1 – September 31) or Winter
(October 1 – March 31). The total summer demands at ultimate build out are 1,693 AF and
the winter demands are 819 AF. This data is used below in the integrated water resources
strategy section.

October 2013
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Figure 3-2. Projected Build Out Monthly Demands

3.2

Existing Supply

The District’s current water supply consists of a mix of water supply sources. Groundwater
is obtained from two primary water-bearing units, the deep groundwater and Salinas River
underflows. The District also retrieves treated wastewater from its own wastewater
treatment plant through percolating the treated effluent into the Selby percolation ponds for
subsequent retrieval using its River underflow wells. Raw water is obtained from the
Nacimiento Water Project and from riparian water customers through Riparian Agency
Right Agreements. Each source of supply is summarized in Table 3-4 and further discussed
below.
Table 3-4. Existing Water Supplies.
Source
Templeton Subunit Deep Aquifer
Salinas River Underflow
Water Rights Permit 8964
Greer Riparian Right (April 1-October 15)
Riparian Right Agency Agreements
Treated Wastewater Effluent Salinas
River Underflow Augmentation
Nacimiento Water Supply Project
Total:

Summer,
April 1September 30
No restrictions

Winter,
October 1 –
March 31
No restrictions

Annual
Volume, AFY

0
102
No restrictions
No restrictions

500
0
No restrictions
No restrictions

500
102
60
164

No restrictions
--

No restrictions
--

245
2,111

1,040

Note: “No Restrictions” refers only to the season of use.

October 2013
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The Templeton Subunit is an informal designation, generally defined as the portion of the
Atascadero Basin that underlies the District’s groundwater producing wells. The Atascadero
Basin aquifer contains two primary water bearing geologic units: the Paso Robles formation
and the Salinas River underflow. Due to the limited interaction between the Salinas River
underflow and the underlying deep Paso Robles Formation sediments, the District’s
groundwater supplies are separated between deep groundwater basin and underflow
supplies.
The District’s water supplies are also distinctly separated into two water season categories
due to: (1) seasonal demand variation; and (2) water rights limitations. Water may be
extracted from the deep groundwater basin year round; however, certain water right
limitations restrict the District’s ability to pump water from the Salinas River underflow to
specific volumes and time frames. The District utilizes its water production sources in
accordance with applicable regulatory rights and the safe yield of the groundwater basin.
Figure 3-3 presents a typical monthly supply source strategy.

Figure 3-3. Typical Supply Source Strategy
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3.2.1 Nacimiento water
The District contracts with the Nacimiento Water Project for 250 AFY. The contract limits
maximum monthly diversions to 62.5 AF, and instantaneous flow rate to 1.03 cubic feet per
second (464 gallons per minute).
Currently the District does not have water treatment facilities and therefore utilizes the
supply through discharge into the Selby discharge ponds where it percolates into the Salinas
River Underflow. The District received permission from the Regional Water Quality
Control Board to discharge raw Nacimiento water into the Selby percolation ponds for
downstream retrieval with the river underflow wells. Discharges began in June 2011 and will
be available for extraction in 2014. The District assumes a two percent loss of total flow
discharged, resulting in 245 AFY available for use. The availability of Nacimiento surface
water is dependent on the discharge operations and therefore could vary and impact the
District’s ability to withdrawal the expected volumes in the future. The current discharge
and retrieval schedule is presented in Table 3-5. As indicated in the table, the full annual
supply of 245 AFY has not yet been utilized.
Table 3-5. Nacimiento Supply Discharge and Retrieval Schedule
(actual discharge may vary)
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Annual Total:

Discharge, AF
2011
2012
2013
8.25
8.25
22.00
22.00
23.75
23.75
23.00
23.00
23.75
23.75
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.00
0
23.00
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.00
23.00
23.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
149.25
227.00
194.25

2014

8.8
30.6
44.8
46.6
45.1
46.6
22.5
245.0

Retrieval, AF
2015

8.8
30.6
44.8
46.6
22.5
46.6
22.5
222.5

2016

8.8
30.6
44.8
46.6
45.1
46.6
22.5
245.0

3.2.2 Deep Aquifer
The District extracts groundwater from 10 active “deep” wells that pump from the
Templeton Subunit. In July of 2012, FUGRO completed the Templeton Subunit Study that
concluded the practical rate of withdrawal of groundwater from the Subunit is approximately
1,200 AFY. The practical rate of withdrawal includes private pumping within the Subunit
from rural domestic demands, small community water systems, and commercial demands.
FUGRO’s study determined that rural and private pumping accounted for approximately
160 AFY. Therefore, the District’s safe yield for the 10 deep wells is approximately 1,040
AFY. It is important to recognize that groundwater conditions within the Templeton
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Subunit are affected by changing conditions outside the Subunit and 1,040 AFY is identified
as an operational volume for planning for future supplies. Approximately, 300 to 400 AFY
may be extracted from the deep groundwater basin wells on a short-term basis, should the
need arise in future drought years. However, extracting amounts greater than the safe yield
over extended periods may have serious long-term impacts to water availability and quality.
Water quality also impacts the groundwater supply reliability. A detailed water quality
analysis is provided Appendix C. In summary, the water quality at some District wells has at
one time exceeded the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) primary maximum
contaminant levels (MCLs). However, following CDPH guidelines, the District blends water
from groups of wells to ensure the water delivered to customers maintains compliance
according to the following strategies:
•

•

•

•

The Cow Meadow well periodically exceeds the MCL for nitrates. Cow Meadow
water is blended through an inline static mixer with water from Silva and Platz 3
wells. The SCADA system is programmed such that the Cow Meadow well can only
run when the Silva well is operating to ensure proper blending.
The Creekside Deep well periodically exceeds the MCL for arsenic. Creekside Deep
Well water is blended with water from the Creekside and/or Davis well to maintain
compliant water quality.
The Silva well exceeded the MCL for perchlorate in March and May of 2008. The
District continues to monitor the well on a regular basis and there have been no
other adverse readings.
The Graff well contains iron levels that exceed CDPH’s secondary standard. As iron
is mostly a taste and odor issue, the District continues to monitor water quality and
taste and odor and may implement treatment if necessary.

The District has the ability to extract water from the Templeton Subunit year round.
However, these wells have historically been used to meet the high demands during the
summer. The District closely monitors and plans its extraction of the Salinas River
underflow (discussed below), relying upon deep aquifer groundwater supplies to augment
underflow supplies during times of high demand.
3.2.3 Salinas River Underflow
The District has the ability to extract underflow supplies from three river wells. Currently
only two wells are active with the third in emergency standby mode. Salinas River underflow
supplies are extracted based on three separate types of water rights:
1. Water Rights Permits and Water Rights Licenses issued by the State Water
Resources Control Board.
2. Riparian right agency agreements with multiple landowners.
3. Wastewater and Nacimiento water retrieval.
Each of these water sources has specific limitations in regard to the amount that can be
extracted and timing of when the water can be pumped.
The District possesses a Water Rights Permit (Permit No. 8964) that authorizes the
diversion of a total of 500 AF from the Salinas River underflow during the winter allocation
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timeframe between October 1st and March 31st. The District also possesses an additional
permit (Permit No. 20785) which authorizes the extraction of 1.5 cfs from the Salinas River
underflow, from April 1st to May 15th, if water is still observed flowing at the 13th Street
Bridge in Paso Robles on April 1st. However, water extracted under Permit No. 20785
counts toward the District’s total Salinas River underflow allocation (500 AF) under Permit
No. 8964.
The District also holds Water Right License No. 4829, referred to as the Greer License.
This license is a riparian right obtained from a property owner that permits the District to
divert up to 102 AF of water from the Salinas River underflow from April 1st through
October 15.
In addition to the Salinas River underflow water rights described above, the District has
several riparian right agency agreements with landowners in the community. Under these
agreements, the District provides the designated landowners with water through its
distribution system and is then entitled to pump that amount of water from the Salinas River
underflow. The amount that the District can pump is equal to the amount of water used by
the designated customers in the previous month. This results in the pumping of
approximately 50-200 AFY and this water is pumped year round. These riparian right
extractions are recognized as part of the District’s available water supply; however, these
rights can only be used to meet the specific customer’s demands, and not to increase total
supply.
3.2.4 Treated Wastewater Retrieval
As part of its wastewater treatment operations, the District discharges treated wastewater to
its Selby percolation ponds. The treated wastewater percolates into the underflow of the
Salinas River and is retrieved by District’s underflow wells downstream in an amount equal
to the amount of treated wastewater that is percolated, minus two percent for conveyance
losses. The water available from the underflow augmentation is available for retrieval 28
months and 35 months after discharge at the Smith well and Creekside River well,
respectively. At the current average wastewater discharge rate of 150,000 gpd, the District is
able to retrieve an additional 164 AFY of water from the Salinas River underflow annually.
By balancing the timing of the extraction between the two wells, the District is able to
extract all of the discharged wastewater during the high demand summer season. The
District strives to fully exercise this supply because this water is generally less expensive to
pump, available during the high demand summer months, and can be available when other
Salinas River underflow water is restricted. The District also uses the Salina River
Underflow wells to retrieve its Nacimiento water in the same manner.
The District is in the process of preparing construction documents for a project that will
return all of the eastside wastewater flows, which currently goes to the Paso Robles
collection system, back to the Meadowbrook WWTP for treatment and disposal. Current
planning estimates this would generate an additional supply of approximately 220,000 gpd
(241 AFY) of additional wastewater for percolation. After percolation at the Selby ponds,
approximately 236 AFY would be available for retrieval at the downstream wells. It is
important to recognize that supplies generated from wastewater treatment and disposal may
vary due to factors that impact the discharge operations.
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3.3

Integrated Water Resources Strategy

Projected demands are compared to existing supplies on an annual basis in Figure 3-4,
including the projected supplies from the East Side Force Main project. The actual 2008 and
2012 annual demands indicate the wide range in demand variability from year to year. The
figure indicates that projected demand will exceed current supplies at build out. Depending
on actual growth rates and demands, and if the East Side Force Main project is constructed
and delivers the projected supplies, demand could exceed supplies shortly after 2030.

Figure 3-4. Annual Demand Versus Existing Supplies
Figures 3-5 and 3-6 illustrate a potential operational scenario for both winter and summer
periods based on the existing restrictions of each respective supply and without the East Side
Force Main project supplies. Similar to the annual projections, seasonal projections also
illustrate that projected demands will exceed existing supplies before build out. However,
due to seasonal restrictions, demand exceeds summer supplies. As a result, there appears to
be a supply shortage during summer months starting sometime between 2020 and 2030.
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Figure 3-5. Winter Operating Scenario With Existing Supplies (Oct 1- March 31)

Figure 3-6. Summer Operating Scenario With Existing Supplies (Apr 1 – Sept 30)
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There are many options to investigate as the District refines its integrated water resources
strategy to ensure a reliable supply for the future. It is likely the strategy will include a
number of elements that together will require a significant investment in infrastructure and
supplies. It is recommended the District further investigate its supply and demand
management alternatives prior to beginning any significant infrastructure investments. The
purpose of the investigation is to provide pertinent information on overall reliability, capital
investment costs, and long-term operational costs upon which the District can conduct
informed discussion and decision. An Integrated Water Resources Strategic Plan (IWRSP)
should be developed within eighteen months to focus on the following questions, options,
and alternatives.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define District’s policy for supply reliability and redundancy – what is acceptable
supply to demand ratio?
Further refine existing supply restrictions and identify potential modifications to
increase usability.
Investigate conservation program alternatives and impacts to supply needs.
Investigate water loss component of un-accounted-for water to reduce supply needs.
Further investigate the cost/benefits of the Eastside wastewater underflow
augmentation supply option.
Investigate additional deep aquifer wells.
Study existing production capacity and methods to increase.
Define water quality protection of wells.
Explore groundwater availability from outside the basin.
Determine opportunities to purchase wholesale water.
Purchase additional Nacimiento Project water – define long-term and drought
reliability.
Evaluate options for treating Nacimiento Project water – new treatment plant,
underflow augmentation, Atascadero Mutual Water Company, others.
Identify operating strategies to maximize supplies within seasonal constraints.
Define drought response strategy with selected supplies.
Identify other potential supply and demand management options net yet considered.
Look into Water Quality strategies (secondary standards, arsenic, copper, etc.)

The District is currently preparing design and environmental documents for the Eastside
Force Main and Lift Station (ESFM) Project. The project will generate additional treated
wastewater discharge for retrieval through the river wells. The District is also conducting
preliminary planning efforts for a Nacimiento Water Treatment Plant. It is recommended
both these projects complete their current efforts. Both projects will be part of the supply
strategies considered in the Integrated Water Resources Strategic Plan (IWRSP). The
IWRSP will provide recommendations for completing these projects.
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The IRWSP should be developed within the next eighteen months prior to completing these
projects to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the total supply options and
corresponding costs for the District. Because the District’s current supplies are not
sufficient for future projected demands, we know the District will incur costs for expanding
supply volumes and improving supply reliability. Therefore the District should continue to
incorporate the current capital estimates for the existing projects into the rate structure as a
placeholder for future capital investment needs.
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4
4.1

Water System

Design Demands

Projected demands from Chapter 3 are converted to additional design factors to evaluate
infrastructure needs. Average day demand (ADD) is derived from the annual demand.
Summer average day demand (SADD) is average demand from April thru September
(peaking factor of 1.36 to ADD). Maximum day demand (MDD) is based on the maximum
recorded day over last five years and corresponding average daily peaking factor (2.90). Peak
hour demand (PHD) is 1.5 times MDD. Current and build out flows are summarized in
Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Water System Peak Demands.
Parameter
Average day Demand (ADD)
Summer ADD
Maximum Day Demand
Peak Hour Demand

4.2

Existing,
gpm
1,020
1,391
2,950
4,424

Build Out,
gpm
1,557
2,125
4,504
6,756

Groundwater Wells

The District currently maintains 13 wells to produce all of its supply. Wells are indicated in
Figure 4-1 with information and capacities summarized in Table 4-2. Table 4-2 also includes
a total for reliable production capacity.
California Department of Public Health (CDPH) requires systems that solely use
groundwater as their source of supply to meet MDD with their highest capacity source off
line. For this report, the term reliable production capacity refers to the District’s
instantaneous production capacity with its largest source off line. The District currently
blends water from the Creekside River well with water from the Creekside Deep and Davis
wells to meet CDPH’s water quality requirements. Without the Creekside River well
operating, the District is unable to use the Creekside Deep and Davis wells; therefore the
District’s reliable production capacity is calculated assuming that all three wells are
inoperable.
The maximum day demand projected in Table 4-1 lists the current MDD at 2,950 gpm. As
indicated in the Table 4-2, the current reliable MDD is 3,250 gpm, indicating sufficient
existing production capacity. This will eventually change as growth and other factors
increase the maximum day demand, and additional production capacity will be required.
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Figure 4-1. Production Wells and Distribution System
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Future reliable capacity and water quality issues will be addressed in the integrated water
resources strategic plan. Table 4-3 presents the existing wells with water quality issues
and/or blending strategies that require other wells. There are two wells (Cow Meadow and
Creekside Deep) that cannot operate unless their blending well is also operating. And there
are two wells that may require wellhead treatment in the future (Silva and Graff).
For the immediate future until a permanent strategy is selected to address reliable supply
shortfall and the water quality risks, the District should develop a contingency plan
appropriate with the level of risk of losing each of the dependent and blending wells.
Table 4-2. Well Data and Reliable Capacity
Well ID

Creekside River
Platz River
Smith
Bonita
Claassen
Cow Meadow
Creekside Deep
Davis
Fortini
Graff
Platz Deep
Saunders
Silva
Total Production Capacity:
Reliable Production
Capacity:

Date
Drilled

Depth of
Status
Well
(Active/
(ft)
Stand-by)
Shallow Underflow Wells
2007
61
A
1980
92
S
1993
65
A
Deep Basin Wells
1985
245
A
1987
310
A
1998
290
A
2003
360
A
1990
230
A
1998
360
A
2001
280
A
2009
650
A
2000
280
A
2003
205
A

Operational
Capability
(gpm)

Reliable
Capacity,
gpm

450
750
750

Offline
750
750

200
75
125
500
150
400
150
450
150
200
4,350

200
75
125
Off
Off
400
150
450
150
200
3,250

Note: Data from Field Assessment by FUGRO, August 2012.
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Table 4-3. Water Quality Impacts at Existing Wells.
Well
Creekside Deep
Creekside River and/or Davis
Cow Meadow
Silva and Platz
Silva
Graff

Issue
Arsenic exceedance. May require treatment in future.
Required for blending with Creekside Deep.
Periodic nitrate exceedance.
Required for blending with Cow Meadow.
Past perchlorate exceedance. May require treatment if
perchlorate returns.
Exceeds secondary standard for iron. May require treatment in
future if taste and odor deteriorates.

Analysis of the District’s well production system indicates two potential reliability issues.
The Platz River Well is located within the flowing river high elevation and therefore cannot
be used when the river is flowing at higher flows. The Deep Aquifer Platz Well is a major
supply source for the District (approximately 15 percent of total supply). The FUGRO
report recommended a future second well at this site to improve overall supply reliability. A
detailed description of the recommended projects is provided in Appendix A, and
summarized in Table 4-4. Both of these projects are recommended for further evaluation
with other supply reliability alternatives in the Integrated Water Resources Strategic Plan.
Table 4.4. Recommended Well Improvements.
Project
Platz River Well
Platz Deep Aquifer Well

Description
Relocate new well outside of surface water influence zone.
Add an additional well to reduce overall supply risk if existing
Platz well fails or is off line for mechanical reasons.

4.2.1 Distribution and Storage System
The existing distribution system includes approximately 262,500 linear feet (49.7 miles) of 416-inch pipeline with four above ground storage tanks as shown in Figure 4-1. The entire
system is one pressure zone. The District’s four storage tanks maintain pressure within the
distribution system. Three of the tanks are located at the Lincoln tank site and the fourth
tank is located at the Las Tablas tank site. Each of the District’s wells pump into the
distribution system to meet demands and to fill the four storage tanks, which operate at the
same hydraulic grade line. The District does not currently operate any booster pumps to
maintain pressure, but several of the residents operate individual booster pumps to increase
household pressures.
Water storage requirements are based on three components; operational storage, fire flow
storage, and emergency storage according to the following assumptions:
1. Operational. The required operational storage volume is estimated to be 4 hours of
Peak Hour Demand (PHD) minus source capacity. Source capacity is assumed to be
equal to reliable production capacity (largest source out of service).
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2. Fire flow requirements for the District’s distribution system were obtained from the
California Fire Code and the District’s 2005 Water System Master Plan Update and
are based on a maximum fire flow of 4,500 gpm for 4 hours.
3. Emergency storage for the District’s water system is assumed to be equal to two days
of Average Day Demand (ADD) minus emergency production capacity. Emergency
production capacity is defined as production capacity for those sources of supply
that have back-up power or the potential to connect to back-up power. The District
currently has two wells with dedicated back-up power (Smith River, Platz River) and
two wells that have connections for emergency generators (Creekside Deep,
Creekside River). The combined emergency capacity for these wells equals 1,900
gpm or 2.74 MGD
These factors are used to evaluate the existing storage and future storage requirements as
presented in Table 4-4. The District’s current storage is adequate for current and build out
demands. However, more storage may be required to meet fire flow and pressure
requirements if an additional pressure zone is created as discussed below.
Table 4-4. Water Storage Requirements
Scenario
ADD (MGD)
PHD (MGD)
Reliable Production Capacity (MGD)
Operational Storage Required (MG)

Current
1.47
6.37
3.89
0.41

Build Out
2.24
9.73
5.47
0.71

Fire Flow Storage Required (MG)

1.08

1.08

Emergency Production Capacity (MGD)
Emergency Storage Required (MG)

2.74
0.00

2.74
0.00

Total Storage Required (MG)
Currently Available Storage (MG)
Storage Surplus/Deficit (MG)

1.49
2.66
0.00

1.79
2.66
0.00

4.2.2 Hydraulic Analysis
An extensive GIS-based hydraulic model was developed of the District’s distribution system.
The model is used to evaluate current system deficiencies and future improvements to meet
the projected demands. A detailed description of the modeling process, evaluation, and
results is presented in Appendix D. The criteria used to evaluate the system operations are
summarized in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5. Hydraulic Evaluation Criteria
Criteria
System Pressure
Fire Flow
Residential Single and Multi-Family
Office/Commercial
Schools
Industrial on Main Street
Pipeline Velocity

Value
20 psi minimum
1,000 gpm
2,500 gpm
3,000 gpm
4,500 gpm
Less than 12 ft per
1,000 LF loss

Analysis of the District’s distribution system under the current demand scenario identified
numerous areas within the distribution system that are not currently capable of providing the
necessary fire flow without causing the pressure in the distribution to drop below the
CDPH’s minimum pressure threshold of 20 psi. Therefore the minimum pressure in the
higher elevation portions of the distribution system is limiting the available fire flow
throughout the rest of the system. The primary area of minimum pressure is located in the
northwestern portion of the distribution system.
Due to the impact of these portions of the distribution system on the available fire flow on
the remaining portions of the system, it is recommended that the District’s distribution
system be separated into two separate pressure zones. As identified in the previous master
plan, separating the western/higher elevation portions of the distribution system into the
Westside pressure zone will improve the available fire flow for the entire distribution system.
Based on WSC’s analysis, the extent of the Westside pressure zone is recommended to be
expanded, beyond what was recommended in the previous Master Plan, to incorporate
additional areas of low pressure (Herdsman Way/Claassen Ranch Lane) that continue to
limit the available fire flow. This will be further evaluated in the preliminary design phase of
the Westside pressure zone project.
However, the development of the expanded Westside pressure zone by itself will not solely
be sufficient to allow the distribution system to meet the necessary fire flow requirements
while still maintaining the required minimum pressure in the distribution system. Additional
pipeline upgrades and connector pipelines will be required to allow the distribution system to
meet the minimum pressure criteria while providing the required fire flow. These projects
are briefly described below.
The hydraulic analysis also evaluated the system with the build-out MDD scenario. The
ability to maintain the minimum pressure while providing the required fire flow is
exacerbated due to the increased demands on the distribution system. In order to continue
to comply with the fire flow, minimum pressure, and maximum head loss requirements,
additional projects will need to be completed in the District’s distribution system, as briefly
described below. Table 4-6 presents recommended improvements to address deficiencies
noted in hydraulic modeling and existing known issues. Detailed project descriptions are
provided in Appendix A.
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The analysis did not address asset replacement or SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition), GIS (Graphical Information System), or operational upgrade needs. It is
recommended the District develop an asset replacement evaluation and plan to provide for
the continuous replacement of aging infrastructure. The plan should include an evaluation
of existing infrastructure condition and operational upgrades to improve efficiency, a means
to evaluate and track condition assessments, priorities for replacement, and the necessary
funding in the rate structure to support the program indefinitely.
Table 4.6. Recommended Distribution and Storage System Improvements.
Project
Westside Pressure Zone

Expand Westside Pressure Zone
101 East 14-inch Upgrade
Rossi Rd/Shane Ln Connector
Abramson Rd Upgrade
Bethel Rd Tank
Build Out PRVs
101 West 14-inch Upgrade

4.3

Description
Separate system to establish a new pressure zone on the west
side to provide improved fire flow and system pressure. Includes
an 800,000 gallon tank, booster pumping station, and
approximately 6,000 LF of pipeline.
Expand pressure zone by installing 3 PRVs to include more of
the northwest service area to provide necessary fire flow and
pressure in the northwest area.
Upgrade existing 12-inch to 7,354 LF of 14-inch to provide the
required fire flow and pressure to the commercial and industrial
parcels in northeastern portion of system.
Install 400 LF of 8-inch connector to provide the required fire flow
and pressure to the commercial parcels along Rossi Road.
Upgrade existing 8-inch to 3,850 LF of 12-inch to provide the
required fire flow and pressure to the Main Street industrial area.
Install 150,000 gallon tank and 4,015 LF of 12-inch transmission
main to provide sufficient fire flow and pressure to residential
area around Conover and Foxtail Lanes.
Install two PRVs as demands near build out to allow flow across
pressure zones during fires or other high demand instances.
Upgrade existing 8- and 10-inch line to 9,646 LF of 14-inch to
provide sufficient fire flow to commercial and industrial parcels
along Theatre Drive.

Water CIP

The Master Plan evaluates water system capital improvements based on one supply strategy.
The improvements assume the District will construct a surface water treatment plant and
continue to use the existing wells without any significant well infrastructure improvements
required.
The recommended improvements are grouped into three categories:
Priority A – projects that address existing issues or capacity constraints that need to be
constructed in one to five years.
Priority B – projects required when flows increase to point of creating capacity
constraints that may need to be constructed in five to fifteen years based on projected
growth.
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Priority C – projects required as area nears ultimate build out.
Projects are summarized in Table 4-7. Detailed project sheets are included in Appendix A.
The Water Treatment Plant project is evaluated in detail in the Nacimiento Surface Water
Treatment Plant Predesign Technical Memorandum (AECOM, October 2012) and
summarized in the table.
The overall recommendation is to develop an Integrated Water Resources Strategic Plan,
prior to implementing supply projects, which will refine and/or modify the water CIP. The
District should begin to implement the Priority A projects that address existing operational
constraints, starting with the new Westside Pressure Zone. This recommended approach is
further discussed in the CIP and Recommendations Chapter.
Table 4-7. Proposed Water CIP
Project Name

Size

Priority A
Nacimiento Water Treatment Plant

1.0 mgd

Westside Pressure Zone
Vineyard Tank
Vineyard Tank 16” Transmission Main
Vineyard Rd 12” Transmission Main
Las Tablas Tank 12” Transmission Main
Vineyard Booster Station
Check/PRV Valves
Expanded Westside Pressure Zone
Additional Check/PRV Valves
Rossi Rd/Shane Ln Connector
Priority A Subtotal:
Priority B
Expanded Pressure Zone PRVs
Platz River Well
Platz Deep Aquifer Well
Abramson Rd Upgrade
Priority B Subtotal:
Priority C
101 West 14” Upgrade
Bethel Rd Tank
Bethel Tank
Bethel Tank 12” Transmission Main
101 East 14” Upgrade
Priority C Subtotal:

800,000 gal
2,025 LF 16”
1,700 LF 12”
2,450 LF 12”
1,100 gpm
10 Check/2 PRVs
3 Check
389 LF 8”

Opinion of Total
Project Cost
$7,000,000$10,000,000
$3,610,100

$109,000
$69,100
$10,788,200$13,788,200

2 PRVs
750 gpm
500 gpm
3,850 LF 12”

$86,300
$860,000
$930,000
$1,127,700
$3,004,000

9,700 LF 14”

$2,335,300
$1,143,600

150,000 gal
4,015 LF 12”
7,354 LF 14”

Total:

$2,593,700
$6,072,600
$19,864,800$22,864,800

Note: Estimated costs are conceptual planning level costs.
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5
5.1

Wastewater System

Flows

Projected flows from existing customers are analyzed and future wastewater flow projections
are projected in this section. A complete flow analysis is provided Appendix E. Table 5-1
presents the current and projected average daily flows (ADF) for the existing and planned
service areas, respectively. The unit flow factors are also indicated in the table. The existing
flows (371,693 gpd) are more than half the total projected build out flows (674,380 gpd)
even though the existing serve area is only 35 percent of total planned area (Chapter 2). This
is a result of the many septic systems within the service area. Existing land use customers
are assigned unit flow factors based on actual water usage and measured wastewater flows.
Table 5-1. Current and Projected Planning Area Sewer Flows.
Land Use Code
Description
Residential
Residential Multi Family
Residential Rural
Residential Suburban
Residential Single Family
Residential Total:
Non-Residential
Commercial Retail
Commercial Service
Industrial
Office Professional
Agriculture
Multi-Land Use Category
Open Space
Public Facility
Hospital
Recreation
Rural Lands
Non-Residential Total:
Total, gpd:

2009-2010
FY ADF Flow
(gpd)

ADF Flow
Factor
(gpd/Acre)

Future Sewer
Area (Acres)

Future
ADF (gpd)

Total Build
Out ADF
(gpd)

36,549
871
54,098
200,146
291,664

920
32
184
676
--

39.3
48.7
603.0
101.2
792.2

36,156
1,558
110,952
68,411
217,077

72,705
2,429
165,050
268,557
508,741

26,617
4,927
5,501
12,168
0
5,386
0
7,305
18,059
66
0
80,029
371,693

602
82
65
274
0
1,046
0
129
1,173
10
0
---

98.2
47.9
98.7
54.6
48.5
0.0
0
9.0
0
2.9
0
359.8
1,152

59,116
3,928
6,416
14,960
0
0
0
1,161
0
29
0
85,610
302,687

85,733
8,855
11,917
27,128
0
5,386
0
8,466
18,059
95
0
165,639
674,380

Approximately 60 percent of the District’s wastewater flow is discharged to the City of Paso
Robles. The East Side Force Main (ESFM) project currently under development by the
District, is designed to return all wastewater generated within the District to the District’s
treatment facilities in order to increase the potential underflow augmentation supply
available. The Master Plan assumes the ESFM project will be implemented and includes all
flows in the flow projections and analysis.
The total projected build out ADF is 0.67 million gallons per day (mgd), and the peak wet
weather flow (PWWF) is projected at 2.16 mgd.
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5.2

Existing Collection and Treatment System

Currently, the Community of Templeton has two distinct wastewater tributary areas. The
tributary area on the west side of Highway 101 flows to the District owned Meadowbrook
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) located in the southwest side of the District. The
existing wastewater plant currently treats an average of 150,000 gpd. The majority of the
wastewater flow generated in the east side of the District, approximately 220,000 gpd, is sent
to the Paso Robles WWTP for treatment and disposal. At the present time, the District
owns 443,000 gpd, or 9 percent, of capacity rights of the 4.9 MGD Paso Robles treatment
plant capacity in accordance with an agreement dated November 18, 1997.
The District’s wastewater collection system currently consists of five lift stations, one
wastewater treatment plant, and one outfall to the City of Paso Robles wastewater collection
system. Figure 5-1 presents the current wastewater collection and treatment system.
The Westside collection system collects flow from the service area west of the Highway 101.
Flow is pumped at the three lift stations (Westside, Vineyard Estates, and Rossi Road) into
the main interceptor that transports flow to the Meadowbrook WWTP. The Eastside
collection system collects flow from the area east of Highway 101, with a small service area
west of 101 near Theater Drive. TUSD Lift Station and Lift Station No. 3 provide pumping
and transport flow to the Volpi Ysabel outfall. Flow from the outfall is then collected by the
City of Paso Robles for treatment and discharge.
The Meadowbrook WWTP is an Advanced Integrated Pond System (AIPS) wastewater
treatment facility, located at the southwest section of the District’s service area. The
Meadowbrook WWTP has undergone several upgrades and currently has a treatment
capacity of 0.6 MGD. The District is in the process of evaluating the facility and optimizing
the operations and maintenance of the treatment and disposal ponds. Once the evaluation is
complete, additional tertiary treatment of the effluent may be recommended. Wastewater
treated at the Meadowbrook WWTP is discharged to the Selby percolation ponds, where it is
percolated into the Salinas River underflow.
The Paso Robles WWTP was originally constructed in 1954 and though it has been
upgraded several times, it is not capable of meeting its Waste Discharge Requirements. The
plant has incurred significant fines for violations and a replacement of the WWTP is
currently being constructed. The District is obligated to participate in 9 percent of the costs
of the necessary upgrade of the Paso Robles Plant.
A detailed Wastewater System Evaluation Technical Memorandum, prepared by Hatch Mott
MacDonald, dated April 2012 (HMM report) provided the basis for evaluating the project
alternatives, comparing both the economic and non-economic costs of: 1) Returning all
eastside area flows to the Meadowbrook WWTP for treatment and disposal, and 2)
Continuing to work with the City of Paso Robles for wastewater treatment of the eastside
area flows. The HMM report recommended the District implement the East Side Force
Main and Lift Station Project to treat all District flows at the WWTP, discontinuing
discharge to Paso Robles. The decision to move forward with returning the east side
wastewater flows back to the District’s WWTP for treatment and disposal heavily considered
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the value of the supplemental water supply provided from the treated wastewater. The
HMM report also included an evaluation of the existing Meadowbrook WWTP facility and
made several improvement recommendations.
5.2.1 Lift Station Evaluation
WSC performed an evaluation of the District’s existing lift stations to determine if the
current capacity of each lift station is adequate for current and estimated build-out flows.
The build-out analysis incorporates the District’s East Side Force Main and Lift Station
Project that will deliver all sewer flows generated within the District to the Meadowbrook
WWTP for treatment and disposal. Pump curve data for the Templeton Unified School
District (TUSD) Lift Station was not available so a capacity analysis of the TUSD Lift
Station could not be performed. Additionally, the capacity of a future lift station at the
existing Volpi Ysabel outfall could not be analyzed; it is assumed, however, that it will be
designed with sufficient capacity to accommodate the expected build-out PWWF at Volpi
Ysabel under the proposed East Side Force Main and Lift Station Project configuration.
Existing lift station capacities are compared to existing PWWF in Table 5-2. Capacities
assume one pump is not available. Each station currently contains sufficient capacity for
existing flows except for Lift Station No. 3, which requires the second pump in operation to
meet the existing peak flows. Staff indicates that on occasion both pumps do operate at the
same time. There is risk associated with this operation, as there is no backup if one of the
pumps fails. Lift Station No. 3 is in the planning stages for a significant upgrade to re-direct
the flow back to the District’s WWTP, and it is assumed sufficient redundancy will be
installed as discussed below. Although the Westside lift station analysis indicates only one
pump should be necessary for the existing 254 gpm PWWF, staff indicates that both pumps
frequently operate during PWWF. This may be attributed to the close range of estimated
current flows compared to the existing capacity of each pump. The Westside lift station
capacity is recommended for expansion as discussed below.
Table 5-2. Existing Lift Station Capacity
Lift Station
Westside

3

Existing
PWWF, gpm
254

Rossi Road

2

12

16,912

Vineyard Estates

2

44

63,236

TUSD
Lift Station #3

2
2

8
367

12,021
528,794

October 2013

Pumps

Existing
PWWF, gpd
365,177

Existing
Capacity, gpm
470-515
(2 pumps)
41-45
(1 pump)
92-94
(1 pump)

Existing
Capacity, gpd
709,200
(2 pumps)
61,900
(1 pump)
133,900
(1 pump)

n/a
290-350
(1 pump)

n/a
460,800
(1 pump)
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Figure 5-1 Existing Collection and Treatment System
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Projected PWWF are compared to existing capacities in Table 5-3. The projections include
the assumption that all flow from the Eastside will be pumped back to the District’s WWTP.
The table indicates that the Rossi Road and Vineyard Estates (and assumed TUSD) lift
stations currently have sufficient capacity for the build out conditions. However, the other
lift stations require additional capacity as discussed below.
Table 5-3. Existing and Future Lift Station PWWF under the Proposed Eastside
Force Main and Lift Station Project
Lift Station
West Side
Rossi Road
Vineyard Estates
TUSD
Lift Station #3
Volpi Ysabel (new)

Existing
PWWF, gpm
744
12
44
8
485
231

Existing
PWWF, gpd
1,071,728
16,912
63,236
12,021
697,997
332,640

Build Out
PWWF, gpm
1,306
13
55
16
850
238

Build Out
PWWF, gpd
1,880,461
18,847
79,533
22,758
1,224,000
342,720

Note: Lift Station #3 and Volpi Ysabel flows from the AECOM Basis of Design Memorandum,
April 11, 2013.

The West Side Lift Station is a triplex lift station built for three pumps at build-out with only
two pumps currently in operation. For the District’s proposed East Side Force Main and
Lift Station Project sewer routing, the current modeled PWWF though the lift station is 744
gpm and the modeled build out PWWF is 1,306 gpm. The calculated operating range for
dual pump operation is 470 to 515 gpm. The lift station does not have sufficient capacity to
meet the current or build out PWWF under the proposed sewer routing. The lift station will
need to be upgraded when the PWWF exceeds approximately 470 gpm, which corresponds
to an average daily flow of approximately 211,500 gpd at the Westside Lift Station. The
actual flows should be re-evaluated when the East Side flow project is in final design to
determine the timing requirements for the West Side Lift Station expansion. It is possible
the expansion will be required as part of the East Side flow project, and these costs should
be programmed into the East Side project costs.
Lift Station #3 is a duplex lift station built for two pumps. For the District’s proposed East
Side Force Main and Lift Station Project sewer routing, the current modeled PWWF though
the lift station is 485 gpm and the modeled build out PWWF through the lift station is 824
gpm. The existing pumps are not capable of providing the head and flow calculated for the
current or build-out PWWF scenario with the proposed East Side Force Main and Lift
Station Project. As this project completely changes the pumping output design parameters,
all new pumps and associated equipment will be required under the new pumping scenario.
The new pumping scenario will also require a new pumping station at Volpi Ysabel where
there currently is only a flow measuring station. Recommended lift station projects are
summarized in Table 5-4.
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Table 5.4. Recommended Lift Station Improvements.
Project
Westside Lift Station Expansion
East Side Force Main and Lift Station
Volpi Ysabel (new)

Description
Expand pumping capacity and improve reliable pumping
capacity.
Redesign lift station to pump flow back to District WWTP.
New lift station to pump flow back to the new Lift Station #3.

5.2.2 Collection System Hydraulic Analysis
WSC generated the District’s GIS mapping from existing atlas maps and construction
drawings and used them to develop a sewer system hydraulic model using SewerGEMS®
software. WSC then utilized the hydraulic model to evaluate the capacity of the collection
system, under the East Side Force Main and Lift Station Project configuration, to convey
current and future flows. Details on the development of the hydraulic model, including
skeletonization and model calibration are presented in Appendix E. There are some sewer
main sections in the collection system that did not meet the criteria for skeletonization and
did not contain invert elevation data. These sections will require additional analysis to
determine if they possess sufficient capacity to deliver current and build-out flows. These
sections are further discussed in the detailed hydraulic analysis (Appendix E) and it is
recommended that invert elevation data for these sections of sewer main be obtained to
enable analysis of their capacity to meet current and build-out flows.
The collection system is modeled for current and future projected flows assuming the
implementation of the East Side Force Main and Lift Station Project. Analysis of the
District’s collection system under the build-out scenario identified projects required to meet
current and future sewer flows. A detailed description of the recommended projects is
provided in Appendix A, and summarized in Table 5-5. Both of these sections of pipeline
do not meet the depth of flow criteria under build-out PWWF conditions and will need to
be upgraded in the future to accommodate planned growth within the District’s collection
system.
Table 5.5. Recommended Collection System Improvements.
Project
Bennett Way Interceptor

East Side Interceptor Upgrade

Description
Replace existing 10-inch sewer pipe with 12-inch to convey PWWF
under the East Side Force Main and Lift Station Project sewer
routing. Includes approximately 695 LF of pipeline. Confirm inverts
and recalculate capacity prior to project implementation.
Replace existing 12-inch sewer pipe with 16-inch to convey PWWF
under build out conditions. Includes approximately 2,530 LF
pipeline. Confirm inverts and recalculate capacity prior to project
implementation.

5.2.3 WWTP Capacity Analysis
The Meadowbrook WWTP and Selby Ponds are evaluated in the Wastewater System
Evaluation Technical Memorandum prepared by Hatch Mott MacDonald, April 2012
(HMM report). The HMM report evaluated alternatives for the East Side flows and
recommended the District implement the East Side Force Main and Lift Station Project to
treat all District flows at the WWTP, discontinuing discharge to Paso Robles. A summary of
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the findings and recommendations is presented in this section. The current WWTP rated
capacity is 600,000 gpd for the peak month.
The existing Meadowbrook AIPS pond system is significantly under-loaded and is not
operating efficiently. Among other things, this results in long detention times and algae
blooms which increases total suspended solids (TSS). This in turn affects the percolation
capacity of the Selby Ponds. In accordance with the recommendations in the HMM report,
staff has implemented several operational improvements. It is anticipated that the effluent
quality will be significantly improved once the operational changes are made. This will be
verified through a series of process testing of each component of the overall system. The
need for additional filtration or tertiary treatment will be evaluated once the operational
improvements are in place and can be verified over time. Preliminary results are positive.
Continued good results may indicate that subsequent filtration or tertiary treatment may be
delayed until the flows increase with growth.
In addition to the East Side Force Main and Lift Station (ESFM) Project discussed above,
the HMM report also recommended specific improvements and studies for the treatment
and discharge facilities as listed in Table 5-6. It should be noted that these wastewater
treatment improvement projects may need to be implemented incrementally whether or not
the District chooses to continue to discharge the east side wastewater flows to the Paso
Robles WWTP for treatment and disposal.
Table 5.6. Recommended Treatment and Discharge Improvements at the
Meadowbrook WWTP.
Project
Headworks Project

Optimization and Hydraulics

Tertiary Filtration

Description
Install automated bar screen and grit removal system at the
MWWTP to increase the efficiency of inorganic debris and grit
removal before the wastewater enters the first pond, reducing
debris accumulation and ragging of aerators, providing increased
safety of the staff.
Optimize AIPS pond treatment system and improve percolation
rates by discharging higher quality effluent. Install various
hydraulic piping and flow control improvements at the
Meadowbrook WWTP to improve treatment and increase
operational flexibility during low flow periods.
Based on outcome of WWTP Optimization, conduct a pilot study,
design, and construction project for a tertiary filtration system to
improve TSS removal and percolation rates.

5.2.4 Recommended Additional Program Analysis
Information provided by District staff and review of the District’s flow records for
Meadowbrook WWTP indicated that there might be excessive inflow and infiltration (I/I) in
the western portion of the collection system. It is recommended that the District perform
and I/I study to obtain a better understanding of how inflow and infiltration may be
contributing to the peak flows in the collection system.
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The analysis did not address asset replacement needs or SCADA (Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition) and GIS (Graphical Information System) mapping requirements. It is
recommended the District develop an asset replacement evaluation and plan to provide for
the continuous replacement of aging infrastructure and identify operational upgrades to
improve efficiency. The plan should include an evaluation of existing infrastructure
conditions and data systems, a means to evaluate and track condition assessments, priorities
for replacement, and the necessary funding in the rate structure to support the program
indefinitely.

5.3

Wastewater CIP

The Master Plan evaluates wastewater system capital improvements based on the
implementation of the East Side Force Main and Lift Station Project. The recommended
improvements assume the District will construct the necessary pumping stations and force
mains to delivery all District flow to the Meadowbrook WWTP.
The recommended improvements are grouped into three categories:
Priority A – projects to ensure safe operation, reduce I/I, and prevent spills that need to
be constructed in one to five years.
Priority B – longer-term needs, often related to future growth or improvements that
enhance system reliability or other low-level risks that may need to be constructed in five
to fifteen years based on anticipated growth
Priority C – projects include planning and asset management projects and recommended
long term or recurring projects that may need to be constructed in fifteen or more years
dependent on growth rates
Projects are summarized in Table 5-7. Detailed project sheets are included in Appendix A.
It is recommended the District continue implementing the WWTP Optimization project and
complete the current design for the East side Force Main Lift Station Project. The District
should also develop the Asset Renewal and Replacement Plan within the next 18 months so
that funding requirements are included in with the Integrated Water Resources Strategic Plan
(IWRSP). Construction of the East Side Force Main Lift Station Project should be
determined by the IWRSP. The IWRSP will refine and/or modify the water CIP prior to
implementing the other projects. This recommended approach is further discussed in the
CIP and Recommendations Chapter.
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Table 5-7 Wastewater Recommended CIP
Project Name

Size

Priority A
Meadowbrook WWTP Optimization (Hydraulics, Processes,
Treatment) currently underway

--

East Side Force Main and Lift Station Project
Westside Lift Station Project (Capacity and Reliability
Improvements)
Inflow/Infiltration Study
Asset Renewal and Replacement Plan
Priority A Subtotal:
Priority B
Rapid Filtration/Tertiary Treatment (Based on outcome of WWTP
Optimization Project)
Meadowbrook WWTP Headworks
Priority B Subtotal:
Priority C
Bennett Way Interceptor Upgrade
East Side Interceptor Upgrade
Priority C Subtotal:
Total:

Opinion of Total
Project Cost
$232,500

1.2 mgd
12,000 LF

$5,301,000

--

$1,356,300

---

$30,000
$50,000
$6,969,800

--

$2,092,500

--

$1,550,000
$3,642,500

695 LF
2,531 LF

$254,000
$577,100
$831,100
$11,443,400

Note: Estimated costs are conceptual planning level costs.
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6

CIP Implementation

CIP projects can be divided into two categories; operational and growth. Operational
projects include those that improve existing operational issues or needs. The growth
projects include those that increase capacity or supplies to serve future growth. Although
the master plan identifies growth projects, the integrated water resources discussion indicates
the District will still need to obtain additional water supplies and increase supply reliability.
The potential large capital requirements for a sufficient, reliable supply introduces a
complexity not originally considered in the infrastructure analysis. It is recommended the
District further investigate and refine the integrated water resources strategy as a first priority
before implementing the current supply alternatives. However, the projects that address
existing operational issues should be implemented as prioritized. The recommended CIP
implementation schedule is presented in Table 6-1.
An Integrated Water Resources Strategic Plan (IWRSP) should be developed within 18
months to address the following questions, options, and alternatives. The purpose of the
investigation is to provide pertinent information on the overall reliability, investment, and
long-term operational costs upon which the District can conduct informed discussion and
decision.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define District’s policy for supply reliability and redundancy – what is acceptable
supply to demand ratio?
Further refine existing supply restrictions and identify potential modifications to
increase usability.
Investigate conservation program alternatives and impacts to supply needs.
Investigate water loss component of un-accounted-for water to reduce supply needs.
Further investigate the cost/benefits of the Eastside wastewater underflow
augmentation supply option.
Investigate additional deep aquifer wells.
Study existing production capacity and methods to increase.
Define water quality protection of wells.
Explore groundwater availability from outside the basin.
Determine opportunities to purchase wholesale water.
Purchase additional Nacimiento Project water – define long-term and drought
reliability.
Evaluate options for treating Nacimiento Project water – new treatment plant,
underflow augmentation, Atascadero Mutual Water Company, others.
Identify operating strategies to maximize supplies within seasonal constraints. Define
drought response strategy with selected supplies.
Identify other potential supply and demand management options net yet considered.

Within the context of these policy and supply options, the IWRSP will update the ESFM
and Nacimiento WTP information that has already been developed. New supply
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investigations include new wells, Atascadero water wheeling pipeline project, current and
new Nacimiento water for percolation, expanded new Nacimiento WTP with additional
purchase, and others. The study will analyze the existing percolation ponds and discharge
permits and identify alternatives for new or expanded facilities in the context of ability to
provide new supplies with the alternatives developed above. Alternatives will be developed
to a planning level to assign costs, risks, reliability, and rate impacts. The matrix of
alternatives will then be discussed at the Board level to identify the preferred strategy to
move forward. The IWRP will most likely identify additional studies and efforts that will be
required to implement the selected supply strategies. These efforts will be added the project
list and the CIP will be updated upon completion of the IRWP.
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Table 6-1. CIP Implementation
Start
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2015

Project
Projects to Implement in Next Two Years
Integrated Water Resources Strategic Plan
(IWRSP)
WWTP Optimization
Westside Lift Station Capacity and Reliability
Westside Pressure Zone
Water and Sewer Asset Management Plan
Inflow/Infiltration Study
Projects to Implement In Future
Wastewater
East Side Force Main and Lift Station
WWTP Rapid Filtration/Tertiary
Bennett Way Interceptor Upgrade
East Side Interceptor Upgrade
WWTP Headworks
Water
Nacimiento Water Treatment Plant
Expanded Westside Pressure Zone
101 East 14-Inch Upgrade
Rossi Road/Shane Lane Connector
Abramson Road 12-Inch Upgrade
Bethel Road Water Tank
Expanded Pressure Zones PRV
Platz River Well
Platz Deep Aquifer Well
101 West 14-inch Upgrade
Total:

October 2013

Budget

Notes

$120,000 Begin project in Fall 2013.
$232,500
$1,356,300
$3,610,100
$50,000
$30,000

Ongoing, complete project.
Begin in 2014 pending available funds/final construction approval.
Begin in 2014 pending available funds. Potential for reduced scope.
Conduct concurrently with IWRP.
Results inform future wastewater project prioritization.

$5,301,000
$2,092,500
$254,000
$577,100
$1,550,000

Complete current project efforts. Follow IRWP recommendations.
Follow IWRP and optimization project recommendations.
Implement when flows increase.
Implement when flows increase.
Implement pending results of optimization project.

$8,500,000
$109,000
$2,593,700
$69,100
$1,127,700
$1,143,600
$86,300
$860,000
$930,000
$2,335,300
$32,928,000

Estimate is $7-$10 million. Follow IWRP recommendations.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Implement when increased demands affect storage needs.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Follow IWRP recommendations.
Follow IWRP recommendations.
Implement when increased demands affect system pressures.
Rounded, may vary by $1.5 million due to WTP range.
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Appendix A – Project Descriptions
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(
(
Water(Project(Priority(A(

Water&Treatment&Plant&
(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

6(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$(6.9(G($(10.0(M(

(
!

Need!for!Project:!

(

The(District(currently(relies(on(chlorinated(groundwater(as( the(source(of( potable(water,(but(there(
isn’t( sufficient( groundwater( to( meet( future( demands( at( a( reasonable( cost.( The( District( wishes( to(
build(a(Water(Treatment(Facility(to(treat(surface(water(received(from(Lake(Nacimiento,(with(the(goal(
of( fully( utilizing( this( additional( water( source( to( increase( supply( reliability,( particularly( during( the(
summer(months.((

The(District(desires(a(robust(treatment(process(to(reliably(produce(drinking(water(that(will(meet(all(
current( California( Department( of( Public( Health( standards,( will( anticipate( likely( future( regulations,(
and( will( consistently( meet( consumer( aesthetic( expectations.( Furthermore,( although( the( District(
currently(relies(on(groundwater(as(its(primary(source(of(supply,(the(District(wishes(to(fully(capitalize(
on(this(new(surface(water(supply(and(blend(with(groundwater(sources.((
(
! ! Supporting!Information:!
See(Nacimiento(Surface(Water(Treatment(Plant(Predesign(Technical(Memo(prepared(by(AECOM,(
dated(October(2012.(
! Recommended!Solution:!
Based(on(the(information(provided(in(the(report(prepared(by(AECOM,(it(is(recommended(that(the(
District(proceed(with(a(project(consisting(of(a(1(MGD(Trident(or(DAF(membrane(WTP(at(Main(Street(
site(or(Creekside(site.(If(the(main(street(site(is(selected,(it(is(recommended(that(the(water(produced(
by(the(WTP(be(blended(with(groundwater(through(a(blending(pump(station(and(piped(to(the(Lincoln(
Reservoir( prior( to( distribution( to( consumers.(The( WTP( should( also( include( provisions( that( would(
allow(the(future(construction(of(a(GAC(contactor.(It(is(recommended(that(construction(of(the(GAC(
process(be(deferred(until(a(need(for(it(has(been(demonstrated.(
(
Both( the( Trident( and( DAF( membrane( treatment( alternatives( are( capable( of( providing( acceptable(
treatment( performance( and( meet( current( drinking( water( regulations.( It( is( anticipated( that( a( DAF(
membrane(WTP( would( provide( lower( finished( water( turbidity,( provide( greater( pathogen( removal,(
and(provide(more(flexibility(to(adapt(to(potential(future(regulations(than(the(Trident(WTP;(however,(
September(2013(

the( Trident( WTP( would( be( approximately( $1.5( million( less( expensive( to( construct.( Typically,(
membrane(treatment(plants(are( easier(to( operate(since( coagulation(performance(does( not( impact(
treated(water(turbidity,(but(are(more(mechanically(complex(and(require(more(labor(to(maintain.(If(
Cryptosporidium, becomes( an( issue( in( the( future,( a( DAF( membrane( WTP( should( be( capable( of(
satisfying(tightened( Cryptosporidium,removal/inactivation(requirements,(whereas( the( Trident(WTP(
could(be(retrofitted(with(UV(disinfection(to(address(the(problem.(The(two(processes(are(anticipated(
to(provide(comparable(organic(contaminant(removal(performance.(

(
! Budget!Discussion:!

Summarized(below(are(the(total(capital(and(O&M(cost(opinions(for(the(Trident(and(DAF(membrane(
alternatives( at( the( Main( Street( site( including( the( cost( of( the( treated( water( pipeline( and( facilities(
necessary( to( allow( for( blending( at( the( Lincoln( Reservoir.( The( cost( to( construct( the( WTP( at( the(
Creekside(site(is(estimated(to(be($922,020(more(than(what(it(shown(below.(
(
(

Table!10?1.!Capital!and!O&M!Cost!Opinions(
(

Trident(
($)(
3,100,000(
810,000(
455,000(
880,000(
!
5,300,000(
!!!!!!or!
7,200,000(

1GMGD(WTP(Construction(Estimate(
Raw(Water(Pipeline(Construction(Estimate(
Finished(Water(Pipeline(Construction(Estimate(
Contingency(@(20%(
!
Total!Construction!Estimate!(Main!Street)(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!or!
Total!Construction!Estimate!(Creekside!Site)(

DAF!
Membranes(
($)(
4,300,000(
810,000(
455,000(
1,110,000(
!
6,800,000(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!or!
7,700,000(

(
!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(

(

(

Low(

(

(((High(

Estimated(Construction(for(Creekside(site:(

($(((((((5,300,000( $(((((((7,700,000(

Design/Engineering/Environmental/Construction(
Observation/Admin/Legal(((30%):(

($(((((((1,590,000( ($(((((((2,310,000(

Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

($(((((((6,890,000( ($(((((10,010,000(

(

September(2013(

!
(
(

(

(

(

(

Water(Project(Priority&A(
(

(

(

(

Westside&Pressure&Zone&

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

11(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$3,610,100(

(
Need!for!Project:!!!
Under(current(MDD,(significant(portions(of(the(District’s(distribution(system(cannot(provide(the(required(
fire(flow(without(causing(the(pressure(in(the(northwestern(portion(of(the(distribution(system(to(
decrease(below(CDPH's(minimum(pressure(criteria(of(20(psi.(
Supporting!Information:!!!
CDPH’s(Waterworks(Standard(requires(that(the(pressure(in(a(water(distribution(system(be(a(minimum(of(
20(psi(at(all(times.((The(elevation(of(the(northwestern(portion(of(the(District’s(distribution(system(is(
relatively(high(compared(to(the(hydraulic(grade(line((HGL)(of(the(District’s(current(storage(facilities(and(
consequently(these(areas(have(low(static(pressures.((These(portions(of(the(distribution(system(are(also(
relatively(far(from(any(of(the(storage(facilities,(leading(to(an(additional(decrease(in(HGL(under(MDD(due(
to(friction(losses(in(the(distribution(system.((When(there(is(a(fire(flow(event(in(the(distribution(system,(
the(pressure(is(further(reduced.(((
Recommended!Solution:!!!
Prior(Master(Plans(have(identified(areas(of(low(pressure(within(the(District’s(distribution(system(and(the(
previous(Master(Plan(recommended(that(the(District(create(the(Westside(pressure(zone(to(increase(the(
HGLs(and(the(pressures(in(the(western(portion(of(the(distribution(system.((The(District(has(designed(and(
permitted(the(proposed(improvements(based(on(prior(recommendations.((WSC’s(analysis(confirmed(
that(the(Westside(pressure(zone(would(address(the(deficiency(described(above,(and(this(project(
describes(the(proposed(Westside(pressure(zone(project(consistent(with(the(prior(recommendations(and(
designed(improvements.((WSC’s(analysis(showed(that(expansion(of(the(proposed(Westside(pressure(
zone(would(further(improve(the(available(fire(flow(for(the(District’s(distribution(system.(((
Developing(the(Westside(pressure(zone(requires(the(construction(of(a(new(tank((Vineyard(Tank),(pump(
station((Vineyard(Booster(Station)(and(three(dedicated(transmission(mains.((The(new(transmission(
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mains,(shown(in(Table(1(below,(will(allow(water(to(be(pumped(from(the(Main(zone(to(the(new(Vineyard(
Tank(and(to(allow(the(Las(Tablas(tank(to(feed(the(Main(zone.((Additionally,(separating(the(two(pressure(
zones(will(require(the(installation(of(ten(check(valves(and(two(pressure(reducing(valves,(as(summarized(
in(Table(2(below.((Figure(1(below(shows(the(location(of(the(proposed(Westside(pressure(zone(and(the(
required(infrastructure.(
Table!1.!!Westside!pressure!zone!transmission!mains!
Location!
Vineyard!Drive!
Vineyard!Tank!
Las!Tablas!!
(

Diameter!
12”(
16”(
12”(

!Material!
PVC(
PVC(
PVC(

Length!
1,700(
2,025(
2,450(

Table!2.!!Westside!pressure!zone!valves!
Valve!
Westside!Check!Valve!1!
Westside!Check!Valve!2!
Westside!Check!Valve!3!
Westside!Check!Valve!4!
Westside!Check!Valve!5!
Westside!Check!Valve!6!
Westside!Check!Valve!7!
Westside!Check!Valve!8!
Westside!Check!Valve!9!
Westside!Check!Valve!10!
PRV!1!
PRV!2!

Location!

Diameter,!
inches!
Vineyard(Dr/Grapevine(Way(
12(
S(Bethel(Rd/New(Wine(Pl(
8(
Templeton(Hills(Rd/Megan(Ct(
8(
Templeton(Hills(Rd/Santa(Rita(Rd(
8(
Las(Tablas(Rd/S(Bethel(Rd(
12(
Peterson(Ranch(Rd/Sunnyside(Dr(
8(
Peterson(Ranch(Rd/Aurora(Way(
8(
Peterson(Ranch(Rd/Terebinth(Ln(
8(
Peterson(Ranch(Rd/Mocking(Bird(Ln(
10(
Peterson(Ranch(Rd/Suncrest(Dr(
8(
Vineyard(Dr/Grapevine(Way(
6(
Brambles(Ct(
6(
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Figure!1.!!Project:!!Westside!Pressure!Zone!
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The(reliable(pumping(capacity(required(for(the(Vineyard(Booster(Station(was(assumed(to(be(equal(to(the(
MDD(for(the(Westside(pressure(zone((see(Table(3(below).((To(provide(supply(reliability,(it(was(assumed(
that(the(Vineyard(Booster(Station(could(meet(MDD(with(one(of(the(pumps(out(of(service.((The(Vineyard(
Booster(Station(should(be(sized(to(meet(current(MDD((920(gpm)(and(buildGout(MDD((1,100(gpm)(with(
two(550(gpm(pumps,(with(a(third(550(gpm(pump(for(backGup.(
Additionally,(as(shown(in(Table(3(below,(analysis(of(the(current(and(buildGout(demands(determined(that(
the(quantity(of(storage(recommended(for(the(Westside(pressure(zone(is(800,000(gallons(or(0.8(MG(at(
buildGout(MDD.((The(amount(of(required(storage(was(calculated(assuming(that(the(reliable(pumping(
capacity(and(the(emergency(pumping(capacity(for(the(Vineyard(Booster(Station(were(both(equal(to(the(
MDD(for(the(Westside(pressure(zone.(
Table!3.!!Westside!pressure!zone!demand!and!storage!analysis!
Scenario!

Current!!

Build?out!

ADD!(MGD)!
MDD!(MGD)!
PHD!(MGD)!
Reliable!Production!Capacity1!(MGD)!
Operational!Storage!Required!(MG)!
Fire!Flow!Storage!Required!(MG)2!
Emergency!Production!Capacity!(MGD)3!
Emergency!Storage!Required!(MG)!
Total!Storage!Required!(MG)!
Currently!Available!Storage!(MG)!
Storage!Surplus/Deficit!(MG)!
Recommended!Storage!Volume!(MG)!

0.46(
1.32(
1.98(
1.32(
0.11(
0.54(
1.32(
0.00(
0.65(
0.00(
(0.65)(

0.54(
1.56(
2.34(
1.56(
0.13(
0.54(
1.56(
0.00(
0.67(
0.00(
(0.67)(
0.80(

!
(

!

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
1

(Reliable(Production(Capacity(assumed(to(be(equal(to(MDD(and(achieved(with(one(pump(out(of(service.(
(Fire(Flow(Storage(Required(assumed(to(be(equal(to(the(highest(fire(flow(demand(for(the(zone((Vineyard(SchoolG
3,000(gpm(for(3(hours.(
3
(Emergency(Production(Capacity(assumed(to(be(equal(to(MDD(and(could(be(achieved(with(backGup(power.(
2
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Budget!Discussion:!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Westside,Pressure,Zone,2,Vineyard,Tank:,Project,A22(1),
,
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
!

($(((((((((((((((((G((((
($((((((145,800((
($((((((((19,400((
($((((((194,400((
($((((((777,700((
($(((((((((((((((((G((((
($((1,137,300((

Westside,Pressure,Zone,2,Vineyard,Tank,12“,Transmission,Main:,Project,A22(2),
,
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
($(((((((36,200((
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):( ($(((((((41,800((
Admin/Legal((2%):(
($(((((((((5,600((
Contingency((25%):(
($(((((((55,800((
Project(Construction:(
($(((((223,000((
Easement(Acquisition:(
($(((((((24,300((
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
($(((((386,700((
!
Westside,Pressure,Zone,2,Vineyard,Road,12“,Transmission,Main:,Project,A22(3),
,
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
($(((((((35,900((
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):( ($(((((((41,400((
Admin/Legal((2%):(
($(((((((((5,500((
Contingency((25%):(
($(((((((55,300((
Project(Construction:(
($(((((221,000((
Easement(Acquisition:(
($((((((((((((((((G((((
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
($(((((359,100((
!
Westside,Pressure,Zone,–,Las,Tablas,Tank,12“,Transmission,Main:,Project,A22(4),
,
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
($((((((((50,200((
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):( ($((((((((57,900((
Admin/Legal((2%):(
($(((((((((((7,700((
Contingency((25%):(
($((((((((77,200((
Project(Construction:(
($((((((308,700((
Easement(Acquisition:(
($((((((((((((((((((G((((
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
($((((((501,700((
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,
Westside,Pressure,Zone,–,Vineyard,Booster,Pump,Station:,Project,A22(5),
,
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
($(((((82,000((
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):( ($(((((94,600((
Admin/Legal((2%):(
($(((((12,600((
Contingency((25%):(
($(((126,200((
Project(Construction:(
($(((504,600((
Easement(Acquisition:(
($(((((((((((((((G((((
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
($(((820,000((
,
Westside,Pressure,Zone,–,Check/PRV,Valves:,Project,A22(6),
,
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
($(((((((40,500((
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):( ($(((((((46,800((
Admin/Legal((2%):(
($(((((((((6,200((
Contingency((25%):(
($(((((((62,400((
Project(Construction:(
($(((((249,400((
Easement(Acquisition:(
($((((((((((((((((G((((
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
($(((((405,300((
!
(
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(

(

(
( (
Water(Project(Priority(A(

(

Rossi&Rd/Shane&Ln&Connector&
((Design(and(Permitting:(

8(months(

(

((Construction:(

2(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$69,100(

(
Need!for!Project:!
Under(the(current(MDD,(the(District’s(distribution(system(does(not(provide(sufficient(fire(flow((2,500(
gpm)(for(the(commercial(development(located(along(Rossi(Road(without(causing(local(pressures(to(drop(
to(below(20(psi,(even(with(the(proposed(expanded(Westside(pressure(zone.(((
Supporting!Information:!!!
Under(current(MDD,(the(8”(AC(water(main(that(serves(the(Rossi(Road(portion(of(the(distribution(system(
is(unable(to(provide(the(necessary(fire(flow(to(commercial(users(without(causing(the(local(pressure(to(
drop(below(the(CDPH's(20(psi(minimum(pressure(criteria.(((
Recommended!Solution:!!
It(is(recommended(that(the(District(install(an(8”(PVC(connector(pipeline(from(Rossi(Road(to(Shane(Lane.((
This(will(loop(the(Rossi(Road(and(Bennett(Way(water(mains(and(will(provide(the(necessary(fire(flow(
under(current(MDD(conditions.((Implementing(this(project(will(increase(the(available(fire(flow(from(
2,100(to(3,200(gpm.((The(layout(of(the(proposed(water(main(connection(project(is(shown(in(Figure(1(
below.(
Budget!Discussion:!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

($(((((((((6,400((
($(((((((((7,400((
($(((((((((1,000((
($(((((((((9,900((
($(((((((39,700((
($(((((((((4,700((
($(((((((69,100((

(
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(

(
(
(
Figure!1.!!Project:!!Rossi!Rd/Shane!Ln!Connector!
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(
(

(

(

(

(

Water(Project(Priority(B(
(

(

(

(

Build:out&PRVs&

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

6(months(

(

((Construction:(

3(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$86,300(

Need!for!Project:!!!!!
As(total(system(demands(increase(at(buildGout,(some(portions(of(the(Main(pressure(zone(cannot(provide(
the(necessary(fire(flow(under(buildGout(MDD.((((
Supporting!Information:!!!
The(expanded(Westside(pressure(zone(in(the(District’s(distribution(system(is(designed(to(allow(the(
higher(elevation(portions(of(the(distribution(system(to(operate(at(a(higher(HGL.((However,(separating(
the(distribution(system(into(two(separate(pressure(zones(creates(additional(deadGends(and(potential(
locations(for(limited(fire(flow.((As(the(demands(increase(in(the(District’s(distribution(system(at(buildGout,(
these(deadGends(and/or(limited(flow(areas(impact(the(amount(of(fire(flow(available(in(other(areas.((((
Recommended!Solution:!!!
As(demands(increase(in(the(future,(it(is(recommended(that(the(District(install(two(additional(PRVs,(listed(
in(Table(1(below,(along(the(interface(of(the(Expanded(Westside(Pressure(Zone(and(the(Main(Zone(to(
allow(flow(from(the(upper(zone(into(the(lower(zone(in(the(event(of(decreased(pressure(in(the(lower(
zone.((This(will(allow(the(District(to(provide(the(required(fire(flow(in(the(Main(Zone(without(allowing(
pressures(to(fall(below(the(CDPH’s(minimum(pressure(criteria(under(buildGout(MDD.((The(layout(of(the(
proposed(BuildGout(PRV(project(is(shown(in(Figure(2(below.(
Table!1.!!Build?out!PRVs!
Valve(

Location(

Diameter(

BuildGout(Expanded(Westside(PRV(1(

Peterson(Ranch(Rd/Bennett(Way(

6(

BuildGout(Expanded(Westside(PRV(2(

Herdsman(Way(

6(

This(project(will(increase(the(available(fire(flow(along(portions(of(the(pressure(interface(by(as(much(as(
900(gpm.(
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(
Figure!1.!!Project:!!Build?out!PRVs!
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Budget!Discussion:!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

($(((((((((8,600((
($(((((((10,000((
($(((((((((1,300((
($(((((((13,300((
($(((((((53,100((
($((((((((((((((((G((((
($(((((((86,300((

(
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(

(
(

(

(

(

(

Water(Project(Priority(B(
(

(

(

(

New&Platz&River&Well&

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

60(months(

(

((Construction:(

4(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$(860,000(

(
Need!for!Project:!
It(is(important(to(maximize(the(District’s(annual(allowable(production(from(the(underflow,(and(given(the(
limitations(of(the(Creekside(Deep(well(water(quality(that(requires(simultaneous(pumping(of(the(
Creekside(River(well,(the(inactive(status(and(inability(to(use(the(Platz(River(well(during(winter(months,(
and(the(dependence(on(and(importance(of(the(Smith(well,(a(third(active(river(well(is(important.( To(that(
end,(consideration(should(be(given(to(redrilling(the((Platz(River(well(in(a(new(location(on(the(Platz(property(
to(meet(minimum(regulatory(separation(from(the(active(river(bank.(
Supporting!Information:!
Well(Field(Assessment(Report(prepared(by(FUGRO(Consultants(dated(August(2012.(
Proposed!Solution:!
Consideration(should(be(given(to(redrilling((the((Platz(River(well(in(a(new(location(on(the(Platz(property(to(
meet(minimum(regulatory(separation(from(the(active(river(bank.((Evaluation(of(the(regulatory(
requirements(and(constraints(should(be(carefully(evaluated.((
(
Constraint:!!
The( State( Water( Resources( Control( Board( that( regulates( Water( Right( Permits( has( recently( placed(
significant( emphasis( on( the( impacts( of( well( pumping( on( the( Salinas( River,( especially( with( respect( to(
impact(on(the(Steelhead.(Obtaining(a(permit(for(a(new(well(will(require(significant(environmental(studies(
and( may( likely( result( in( significant( monitoring( and( reporting( requirements.( The( permit( process( will( be(
lengthy.(
(
Alternative:!
Locate(a(water(treatment(facility(on(the(Creekside(site(so(that(Nacimiento(water(can(be(treated(at(this(
location( and( be( available( for( blending,( or( provide( an( arsenic( treatment( plant( for( Creekside( Deep( and(
Davis(Well(at(the(Creekside(site.((
(
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Budget!Discussion:!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Project(Construction(

($(((((500,000(

Project(Contingency((25%)(

($(((((150,000(

Administration,(Engineering,(Survey,(Soils,(Legal,((
Construction(Administration,(Inspection((30%):(

($(((((180,000(

(
Environmental,(Permitting,(Legal((5%):(

(
($((((((((30,000(

Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

($(((((860,000(

(
This(estimate(is(considered(to(be(a(planning(level(estimate.(
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(

(
(

(

(

(

(

Project(Priority(B(
(

(

(

(

(

New&Platz&5&Deep&Aquifer&Well&

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

24(months(

(

((Construction:(

4(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$(930,000(

(
Need!for!Project:!
Development(of(a(back(up(deep(well(at(the(Platz(well(site.(The(Platz(deep(well(has(historically(provided((
total(of(15(to(17%(of(District(water(supply.(
Supporting!Information:!
Well(Field(Assessment(Report(prepared(by(FUGRO(Consultants(dated(August(2012.(
Recommended!Solution:!
The(District(should(consider(development(of(a(back(up(deep(well(at(the(Platz(well(site.((
Budget!Discussion:!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Project(Construction(

($(((((600,000(

Project(Contingency((25%)(

($(((((150,000(

Administration,(Engineering,(Survey,(Soils,(Environmental,(
Legal,(Construction(Administration,(Inspection((30%):(

($(((((180,000(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

(
($((930,000(

(
This(estimate(is(considered(to(be(a(planning(level(estimate.(
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(

(
(

(

(

(

(

Water(Project(Priority(B(
(

(

(

(

(

Abramson&Rd&Upgrade&

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

4(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$1,127,700(

(
Need!for!Project:!!!
Under(current(MDD,(the(District’s(distribution(system(does(not(provide(sufficient(fire(flow((4,500(gpm)(
for(the(industrial(development(located(along(Main(Street(without(causing(local(pressures(to(drop(to(
below(20(psi,(even(with(the(expanded(Westside(pressure(zone.(
Supporting!Information:!!!
The(industrial(development(located(along(Main(Street(requires(4,500(gpm(of(fire(flow.((However,(under(
current(MDD(that(amount(of(fire(flow(cannot(be(obtained(without(causing(the(pressure(at(the(western(
edge(of(Martin(Road(to(drop(below(the(CDPH's(20(psi(minimum(pressure(criteria.(((
Recommended!Solution:!!!
It(is(recommended(that(the(District(replace(the(existing(8”(PVC(and(12”(AC(water(mains(along(Abramson(
Road(with(a(12”(PVC(main(and(to(connect(it(to(Florence(Street.((Implementing(this(project(will(increase(
the(available(fire(flow(to(the(industrial(development(along(Main(Street(from(3,250(gpm(to(4,500(gpm.(
The(layout(of(the(proposed(water(main(upgrade(is(shown(in(Figure(1(below.(
Budget!Discussion:!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

($(((((((((111,600((
($(((((((((128,700((
($(((((((((((17,200((
($(((((((((171,700((
($(((((((((686,600((
($(((((((((((11,900((
($(((((1,127,700(
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(
(
(
Figure!1.!!Project:!!Abramson!Rd!Upgrade!
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(
(

(

(

(

(

Water(Project(Priority(C(
(

(

(

(

101&East&14”&Upgrade&

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

6(months(

(

(
(

Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$2,593,700(

Need!for!Project:!!!
Under( the( current( MDD,( the( District’s( distribution( system( does( not( provide( sufficient( fire( flow( (2,500(
gpm)( for( the( commercial( and( industrial( developments( in( the( northeastern( portion( of( the( District’s(
distribution(system,(even(with(the(proposed(expanded(Westside(pressure(zone.(((
Supporting!Information:!!!
The(northeastern(portion(of(the(District’s(distribution(system(is(designated(for(commercial(and(industrial(
use(and(thus(requires(2,500(gpm(of(fire(flow.((However,(under(current(MDD,(the(12”(AC(water(main(that(
serves( this( portion( of( the( distribution( system( is( unable( to( provide( the( necessary( fire( flow( without(
causing(the(local(pressures(to(drop(below(the(CDPH's(20(psi(minimum(pressure(criteria.(((
Recommended!Solution:!!!
It(is(recommended(that(the(District(upsize(the(existing(12”(AC(water(main(to(a(14”(PVC(water(main(to(
provide(the(necessary(fire(flow(under(current(MDD(conditions.((Implementing(this(project(will(improve(
the( available( fire( flow( from( 1,400( gpm( to( 3,000( gpm( under( current( MDD( and( will( provide( 2,800( gpm(
under(buildGout(MDD.((The(layout(of(the(proposed(water(main(upgrade(is(shown(in(Figure(1(below.((The(
District( has( indicated( that( at( some( point( in( the( future( it( will( discontinue( service( to( customers( along(
Ramada(Drive,(north(of(Volpi(Ysabel(Rd,(as(they(are(outside(of(the(District’s(service(area(and(SOI.((If(this(
occurs,( it( is( not( be( necessary( to( extend( the( 101( E( 14”( Upgrade( project( north( of( Volpi( Ysabel,( as( the(
District(will(no(longer(need(to(provide(fire(flow(to(this(area.(
It(is(additionally(recommended(that(the(District(perform(additional(investigation(into(the(friction(factors(
for( the( pipelines( in( this( portion( of( the( distribution( system.( ( It( is( possible( that( other( conditions( (e.g.(
closed( valves,( incorrect( pipeline( properties,( excessive( sediment( accumulation,( etc.),( not( high( pipeline(
friction( losses( could( be( contributing( to( the( decreased( pressures( observed( under( fire( flow( demands.((
Correction(of(these(conditions(could(lead(to(improved(hydraulic(capacity(of(the(distribution(system(and(
reduce(the(need(for(the(pipeline(upgrade(projects.(
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(
!
Figure!1.!!Project:!!101!E!14"!Upgrade!
(
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(
Budget!Discussion:!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

($(((((259,400((
($(((((299,300((
($(((((((39,900((
($(((((399,000((
($(1,596,100((
($((((((((((((((((G((((
($(2,593,700((

(

September(2013(

(
(
(
(

(

(

(

(

Water(Project(Priority(C(
(

(

(

(

Bethel&Rd&Tank&

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

8(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$1,143,600(

(
Need!for!Project:!!!
The(District’s(distribution(system(does(not(provide(sufficient(fire(flow((1,000(gpm)(for(the(residential(
development(located(along(Conover(and(Foxtail(Lanes(under(current(MDD(without(causing(local(
pressures(to(drop(below(20(psi,(even(with(the(expanded(Westside(pressure(zone.(((
Supporting!Information:!!!
Under(current(MDD,(the(required(amount(of(fire(flow(cannot(be(obtained(in(the(residential(areas(of(
Conover(and(Foxtail(Lanes(without(causing(the(local(pressures(in(this(area(to(drop(below(the(CDPH's(20(
psi(minimum(pressure(criteria.(((
Recommended!Solution:!!!
It(is(recommended(that(the(District(install(an(additional(tank(on(the(western(side(of(N(Bethel(Road(to(
provide(the(necessary(fire(flow(to(the(residential(development(on(Conover(and(Foxtail(Lanes(under(
current(MDD.((The(Bethel(Road(Tank(will(require(the(installation(of(a(2,900(LF(of(12”(transmission(main(
from(the(tank(to(water(main(located(along(Brambles(Court.((The(implementation(of(this(project(will(
increase(the(available(fire(flow(along(Cobble(Creek(Road(from(700(gpm(to(1,300(gpm.((The(layout(of(the(
proposed(Bethel(Rd(Tank(project(is(shown(in(Figure(1(below.(
The(purpose(of(the(Bethel(Rd(Tank(is(to(improve(fire(flow(to(the(residential(development(located(near(
Conover(and(Foxtail(Lanes;(therefore(it(is(not(necessary(for(it(to(provide(significant(additional(storage(in(
the(expanded(Westside(Pressure(Zone.((Storage(to(meet(the(fire(flow(requirements(for(the(residential(
development((1,000(gpm(for(2(hours)(should(be(sufficient;(this(equates(to(approximately(150,000(
gallons(of(storage.(

September(2013(

(

(

(

(
Figure!1.!!Project:!!Bethel!Rd!Tank!

September(2013(

(
Budget!Discussion:!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Bethel,Rd,Tank,2,Bethel,Tank:,,
,
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
(
Bethel,Rd,Tank,2,Bethel,Tank,12”,Transmission,Main:,,
,
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
(

($(((((56,200((
($(((((64,800((
($(((((((8,600((
($(((((86,500((
($(((345,800((
($((((((((((((((G((((
($(((561,900((

($(((((((54,100((
($(((((((62,400((
($(((((((((8,300((
($(((((((83,200((
($(((((332,900((
($(((((((40,800((
($(((((581,700((

.(
(
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(
(
(
(

(

(

(

(

Water(Project(Priority(C(
(

(

(

(

101&West&14”&Upgrade&

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

6(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$2,335,300(

(
Need!for!Project:!!!
Under(buildGout(MDD,(the(District’s(distribution(system(does(not(provide(sufficient(fire(flow((2,500(gpm)(
for(the(potential(commercial(and(industrial(developments(along(the(western(side(of(Theatre(Drive,(even(
with(the(expanded(Westside(pressure(zone.(((
Supporting!Information:!!!
There(are(several(areas(located(west(of(Theatre(Drive(that(are(designated(for(potential(commercial(
development.((If(these(areas(are(to(be(developed,(it(will(be(necessary(to(improve(the(available(fire(flow(
along(Theatre(Drive(under(buildGout(MDD.((((
Recommended!Solution:!!!
It(is(recommended(that(the(District(upsize(the(existing(8”(and(10”(water(mains(from(Las(Tablas(Road(to(
Rancho(Paso(Road(to(a(14”(PVC(to(provide(the(necessary(fire(flow(under(buildGout(MDD(conditions.((
Figure(1(below(shows(the(layout(of(the(pipelines(to(be(upgraded.((This(will(increase(the(available(fire(
flow(to(these(potential(commercial(developments(from(1,500(gpm(to(3,600(gpm.(
For(this(project(to(achieve(its(desired(benefit,(it(must(be(implemented(in(conjunction(with(the(Priority(A(
projects(and(the(BuildGout(PRVs(project.((((((

September(2013(

(

(

(
(
(
Figure!1.!!Project:!!101!14”!Upgrade!

September(2013(

(
Budget!Discussion:!
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Professional(Services(PreGConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

($(((((233,500((
($(((((269,500((
($(((((((35,900((
($(((((359,300((
($(1,437,100((
($((((((((((((((((G((((
($(2,335,300((

(
(

September(2013(

(
(
(Wastewater(Project(A(Priority(
(

(
( (
(
Meadowbrook*Wastewater*Treatment*Plant*(WWTP)**Optimization**

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

9(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$(232,500(

*
Need$for$Project:$
$
The(Templeton( Community(Services(District's(Meadowbrook((((Wastewater((((Treatment((((Plant(treats(
wastewater( using( an( Advanced( Integrated( Pond( System( (AIPS).( The( treatment( consists( of( two( parallel(
treatment( trains( and( three( final( polishing( ponds( in( series.( Following( treatment,( wastewater( flows( to(
percolation(ponds,(storage(ponds,(or(a(sprayfield.(
(
The(treatment(plant(and(spray(field( occupy( the(rolling(hills(adjacent(to(Paso(Robles( Creek,(on(the(West(
side( of( Hwy(101.((( The( percolation(p o n d s (are( located(east( of( Hwy( 101( and( adjacent(to( the(Salinas(
River,( with( a( setback( of( 100( feet.( A(transmission( line( carries( treated( wastewater(from(the( treatment(
site( to( the( percolation( disposal( site.(The(disposal(ponds( and( transmission( line( are( on(lowland(a r e a (
w i t h ((( slopes((( generally((( under( (( 4(percent.((( ( Treatment/sprayfield(( ( soils(c o n s i s t (o f (silty( clay(
loam( with( underlying( alluvial( sand( and( gravel.( Percolation( soils( consist( of( offUchannel( alluvium.( The(
discharge(is(regulated(by(Wastewater(Discharge(Requirements((WDR)(Order(No.(R2U2007U0029.((
(
The(Meadowbrook(WWTP(is(significantly(underUloaded.(During(periods(of(warm(weather,(this(leads(to(
algae( blooms( due( to( the( long( retention( time( in( the( system.( AIPS( typically( remove( TSS( to( acceptable(
limits( during( winter( months;( however,( TSS( removal( during( the( summer( months( is( challenging( due( to(
algal(blooms.((
(
In( order( to( improve( the( MWWTP( treatment( process,( operational( improvements( and( certain( capital(
improvements( must( be( designed( and( constructed.( These( will( consist( of( improvements( to( the( AIPS(
treatment(pond(system(and(the(establishment(of(ongoing(process(testing.(((
(
Process( sampling( has( been( started( and( will( be( useful( in( evaluating( the( existing( wastewater( system(
configuration,( flow( patterns,( and( efficiency.( Process( control( sampling( on( a( regular( schedule( is( useful(
because( the( data( can( be( trended,( establishing( ( a( baseline( for( normal( operation,( deviations( from( the(
baseline( can( be( identified( and( issues( with( the( process( can( be( resolved( before( a( major( system( upset(
occurs.( Sampling( data( is( also( useful( to( determine( the( efficiency( of( each( stage( of( the( AIPS.( ( Future(
upgrades(or(process(modifications(are(easier(to(evaluate(when(process(control(data(is(available.(
(
$
$
$
$
September(2013(

(

Recommended$Solution:$
$
A(number(of(items(were(identified(that(would(improve(effluent(quality(at(the(Meadowbrook(WWTP.(The(
improvements( that( were( identified( were( selected( based( on( the( likelihood( of( improving( the( effluent(
quality( for( the( purpose( of( maximizing( percolation( rates( at( the( Selby( Ponds.( Improvements( were(
classified(as(operational(improvements(and(capital(improvements.(
(
Operational(Improvements:(
• Take(one(train(offline(during(low(flows((
• Enhanced(process(control(sampling((
• Control(DO(between(1.0(U(2.0(mg/L(
• Optimize(recirculation(rate((
(
Capital(Improvements:(
• Install(weir(gates(at(flow(splitting(structure((
• Piping(modifications(to(allow(bypass(final(three(ponds((
• Install(Piping(modifications(to(allow(bypass(of(wet(weather(storage(pond((
• Install(pond(covers(for(final(three(ponds((
(
(With( the( exception( of( the( pond( covers,( temporary( above( ground( piping( has( been( installed.( If(
improvements( are( documented( based( on( the( process( testing( logs,( these( improvements( should( ( be(
installed(in(a(more(permanent(manner.(
(
(
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:( (
(
(
(
(
((((
Estimated(Construction(for(Meadowbrook(Improvements((HMM)(
$((((((((((150,000(
Construction$Subtotal$$
$$$$$$$$$$150,000$
(
$
Construction(Contingency((25%)(
$(((((((((((37,500$
Design/Engineering/Environmental/Construction(Observation/Admin/Legal((
$$((((((((((45,000(
(30%):(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
($$$$$$$$232,500$
(
This(is(a(preliminary(planning(level(estimate(
(
*
Reference:*Wastewater*System*Evaluation**prepared*by*Hatch*Mott*MacDonald,*dated*April*5,*2012(
(
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(

(
(
(
Wastewater(Project(A(Priority(
(

(
( (
East*Side*Force*Main*and*Lift*Station*(ESFM)*Project**

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

6(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$(5,301,000(

Need$for$Project:$
The( Templeton( Community( Services( District( (District)( has( investigated( the( technical( and( economic(
feasibility( of( several( capital( improvement( alternatives( to( the( existing( methods( and( facilities( used( for(
wastewater(collection(and(treatment.((In(accordance(with(the(recommendations(from(the(Wastewater(
System( Evaluation( prepared( by( Hatch( Mott( MacDonald,( dated( April( 5,( 2012,( and( subsequent( District(
Board(decisions,(the(District(is(planning(for(discharge(of(100%(of(the(effluent(within(the(District(to(the(
Meadowbrook( WWTP.( Collection( system( improvements( include( a( new( Volpi( Ysabel( Lift( Station( and(
force(main(with(a(discharge(point(at(the(existing(Lift(Station(No.(3,(improvements(to(Lift(Station(No.(3,(
and( a( new( force( main( for( Lift( Station( No.( 3( with( a( discharge( point( upstream( of( the( Westside( Lift(
Station.( (A( number( of( operational( improvements( are( recommended( for( the( Meadowbook( WWTP( to(
improve(effluent(quality(with(respect(to(total(suspended(solids(and(dissolved(organic(constituents(and(
these(are(addressed(as(separate(projects.)(
In(order(to(capture(flows(currently(conveyed(outside(District(boundaries(and(redirect(them(southwest(
to( the( District’s( facilities,( certain( significant( capital( improvements( must( be( designed( and( constructed(
including(two(new(lift(stations(and(approximately(12,600(feet(of(force(main.(
Supporting$Information:$
Economic( and( NonUeconomic( evaluation( criteria( supporting( this( project( were( presented( in( the(
Wastewater( System( Evaluation( prepared( by( Hatch( Mott( MacDonald,( dated( April( 5,( 2012.( The(
Wastewater( System( Evaluation( provided( a( technical( and( economic( analysis( of( the( following( two(
alternatives:( ( 1.)( Continuation( of( wastewater( discharge( to( the( City( of( Paso( Robles( Wastewater(
Treatment( Plant;( and( 2.)( Discontinuation( of( discharge( to( the( City( of( Paso( Robles( Wastewater(
Treatment(Plant(and(conveyance(of(all(wastewater(within(the(Templeton(Community(Services(District(
to(the(Meadowbrook(Wastewater(Treatment(Plant.(The(economic(and(nonUeconomic(costs(of(the(two(
alternatives(were(considered.(
(
Common( costs( between( alternatives( were( not( included( in( the( overall( comparison.( For( example,( the(
District( will( need( to( maintain( its( collection( system( regardless( of( whether( discharge( continues( or( is(
discontinued( to( the( Paso( WWTP.( The( capital( costs( to( the( District( for( continuation( of( wastewater(
discharge( to( the( City( of( Paso( Robles( Wastewater( Treatment( Plant( is( slightly( less( than( the( cost( to(
construct( the( new( infrastructure( to( convey( of( all( wastewater( within( the( Templeton( Community(
Services(District(to(the(Meadowbrook(Wastewater(Treatment(Plant.((
NonUeconomic(criteria(used(to(evaluate(the(alternatives(were(also(considered(and(included:(
September(2013(

(

(
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

District(Control(of(Wastewater(Effluent(as(a(Water(Resource(
District(Control(of(Wastewater(Facilities(and(Rate(Structure(
Using(District(Funds(to(Support(Local(Infrastructure(
District(Level(of(Operation(and(Maintenance(Burden(
Ability(to(Meet(Existing(Discharge(Permit(Limits(
Ability(to(Meet(Future(Discharge(Permit(Limits(
Ability(to(Process(Wastewater(Effluent(at(Selby(Pond(

The(value((of(the(supplemental(water(supply(provided(by(the(augmentation(of(the(Salinas(River(from(
the(treated(wastewater(discharge((is(a(major(consideration(in(moving((forward(with(returning(the(East(
side(wastewater(flows(back(to(the(District’s(WWTP(for(treatment(and(disposal(
Recommended$Solution:$
In(accordance(with(the(recommendations(from(the(Wastewater(System(Evaluation(prepared(by(Hatch(
Mott(MacDonald,(dated(April(5,(2012,(and(subsequent(District(Board(decisions,(the(District(is(planning(
for( discharge( of( 100%( of( the( effluent( within( the( District( to( the( Meadowbrook( WWTP.( ( In( order( to(
capture( flows( currently( conveyed( outside( District( boundaries( and( redirect( them( southwest( to( the(
Meadowbrook(WWTP,(the(following(improvements(will(be(required:(
(
e( Abandon(the(Volpi(Ysabel(metering(vault(and(construct(a(new(Volpi(Ysabel(Sewage(Lift(Station(
to(convey(flows(to(the(south.(
e( Construct(approximately(5,100(lineal(feet(of(new(6Uinch(diameter(sewage(force(main(and(500(
lineal(feet(of(10Uinch(diameter(gravity(sewer(within(existing(TCSD(easements(along(the(Union(
Pacific(Railroad((UPRR)(tracks.(The(alignment(includes(two(drainage(crossings(between(the(new(
Volpi(Ysabel(Lift(Station(and(Lift(Station(No.(3.(
e( Replace( Lift( Station( No.( 3( in( order( to( convey( larger( flows,( at( higher( heads,( and( in( a( different(
direction.(
e( Construct(approximately(7,300(lineal(feet(of(new(12Uinch(diameter(sewage(force(main(from(the(
new(Lift(Station(No.(3,(in(a(southwesterly(alignment(under(Main(Street(and(Highway(101,(to(an(
existing(manhole(on(Peterson(Ranch(Road.(
e( Additional( improvements( to( the( collection( system( downstream( of( Peterson( Ranch( Road(
(including(the(Westside(Lift(Station)(may(be(required(to(accommodate(the(redirection(of(flows.(
This(will(be(addressed(in(a(separate(project(description.(
(

Figure(below(provides(a(general(overview(of(the(proposed(project:(

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
Budget$Discussion:$
$
September(2013(

(

(
Opinion of Cost Project Summary
(

(

(

(
Base Project Components
A.Volpi Ysabel Lift Station

Estimated Cost
$353,000

B. Volpi Ysabel Force Main

$873,000

C. Lift Station No. 3

$753,000

D. Lift Station No. 3 Force Main

$1,441,000

Construction Base Total

$3,420,000

(
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:( (

(

(
Estimated(Construction(for(ESFM(and(Lift(Station((AECOM)(
(
Construction(Contingency((25%)(
(
Design/Engineering/Environmental/Construction(Observation/(
Admin/Legal(((30%):(
$
Opinion$of$Total$Project$Cost:$
(

(

(

(

((((

(
$(((((((3,420,000(
$
$((((((((855,000$
$
$$
$(((((((1,370,000(
$
$$$$$$$$5,301,000$

This(is(a(planning(level(estimate(
(
References:**
Wastewater*System*Evaluation**prepared*by*Hatch*Mott*MacDonald,*dated*April*5,*2012;**
East*Side*Force*Main*and*Lift*Station*Project,*Basis*of*Design*Technical*Memo*prepard*by*AECOM,*
dated*May*3,*2013.*(
(

September(2013(

(

(
(
(
Wastewater(Project(A(Priority(
(

(
( (
(
West*Side*Lift*Station*Upgrade*and*Collection*System*Evaluation*Project**

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

6(months(

(

((Construction:(

6(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$(1,356,300(

$
Need$for$Project:$
The( Templeton( Community( Services( District( (District)( Eastside( Force( Main( (ESFM)( Project( will( divert(
wastewater( flow( currently( being( conveyed( to( the( City( of( Paso( Robles( to( the( Meadowbrook(
Wastewater( Treatment( Plant( (WWTP)( for( treatment( and( disposal.( While( current( and( future( flow(
estimates(that(included(the(proposed(wastewater(flows(from(the(ESFM(project(were(considered(in(the(
design( of( the( West( Side( Lift( Station,( ( actual( facility( operations( and( equipment( are( not( currently(
meeting(the(requirements(of(the(current(wastewater(flows.(The(West(Side(Lift(station,(as(well(as(the(
collection(system(downstream(of(the(discharge(point((Peterson(Ranch(Rd.)(of(the(new(ESFM(Project(
will(be(evaluated(and(upgraded(to(accommodate(current(and(the(increased(future(wastewater(flow.((
Supporting$Information:$
The( West( Side( Lift( station,( as( well( as( the( collection( system( downstream( of( the( discharge( point(
(Peterson( Ranch( Rd.)( of( the( new( ESFM( Project( will( be( evaluated( and( upgraded( to( accommodate(
current(and(the(increased(future(wastewater(flow.((
(
This(project(includes(two(parts:((
(
1) Evaluation(of(the(existing((collection(system(hydraulics(downstream(of(Peterson(Ranch(to(the(West(
Side(Lift(Station.(The(purpose(of(this(evaluation(is(to(reconcile(the(various(flow(estimates(into(one(
evaluation( with( recommended( upgrades( based( on( increased( flow( volumes( experienced( by( the(
system.((The(capacity(of(the(downstream(collection(system(will(be(evaluated(in(terms(of(velocities(
and(d/D(ratio(for(gravity(lines,(velocities(and(head(losses(for(force(mains,(and(pump(capacities(and(
wet(well(sizing(for(lift(stations.(
(
2) Evaluation(and(proper(sizing(of(the(West(Side(Lift(Station(Pumps(for(current(and(buildUout(flows.(
The(West(Side(Lift(station(was(designed(to(accommodate(and(utilize(three(pumps(for(future(flow(
conditions.(Currently(only(two(pumps(are(installed,(both(of(which(operate(simultaneously(in(order(
to( meet( current( peak( flow( conditions.( As( part( of( the( East( Side( Force( Main( Project( it( is(
recommended( that( the( District( install( new( pumps( sized( to( convey( both( current( and( projected(
future(flows.(
(
The(West(Side(Lift(Station(pumps(should(be(sized(to(meet(both(existing(demand(and(the(additional(
flow(from(the(new(Lift(Station(No.(3.( (
September(2013(

(

(
Recommended$Solution:$
In( order( to( accommodate( these( additional( flows,( it( is( anticipated( that( certain( significant( capital(
improvements(must(be(designed(and(constructed.(The(project(will(evaluate(the(capacities(of(both(the(
gravity( collection( lines( and( West( Side( Lift( Station( and( force( main( to( identify( any( additional( upgrade(
projects,( required( to( ensure( the( flows( are( capable( of( reaching( the( Meadowbrook( WWTP( and(
incorporating(into(the(current(design.(
(
(
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:( (
(
(
(
(
((((
Estimated(Cost(for(West(Side(Lift(Station(Improvements((
Construction$Subtotal$$
(
Construction(Contingency((25%)(
Design/Engineering/Environmental/Construction(Observation/Admin/Legal((
(40%):(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
(

$(((((((((((875,000(
$$$$$$$$$$$$875,000$
$
$(((((((((((218,800$
$$((((((((((262,500(
($(((((((1,356,300(

This(is(a(preliminary(planning(level(estimate(

September(2013(

(

(
(
(

(

(

(

(

Wastewater(Project(A(Priority(
(

(

(

(

Inflow*and*Infiltration*Study*

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

8(months(

(

((Construction:(

N/A(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$30,000(

(
Need$for$Project:$
Meadowbrook(influent(flow(data(and(information(provided(from(City(staff(indicate(that(the(western(
portion(of(the(collection(system(may(be(subject(to(high(rates(of(Inflow(and(Infiltration((I/I)(during(storm(
events.(
Supporting$Information:$
District(staff(suspects(that(there(may(be(I/I(in(the(sections(of(sewer(pipeline(located(upstream(of(the(
Bennett(lift(station(that(contributes(to(high(peaking(flows(at(the(Meadowbrook(WWTP.((Analysis(of(the(
influent(data(at(the(Meadowbrook(WWTP(indicates(the(potential(for(I/I(acting(as(a(significant(
contributor(to(the(peak(flows(observed.((Figure(1(below(shows(a(comparison(of(flow(data(recorded(at(
the(Meadowbrook(WWTP(from(January(2009(to(November(2011(with(local(rainfall.((Information(
provided(from(District(staff(indicates(that(the(peak(flows(observed(may(have(been(misreported(due(to(
clogging(of(the(influent(flow(meter;(however,(the(increased(flows(observed(during(rainfall(events(
warrants(further(study.((((
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(
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$
Figure$1.$$Meadowbrook$WWTP$influent$data$
Recommended$Solution:$
It(is(recommended(that(the(District(budget(for(and(perform(an(I/I(study(to(monitor(flow(rates(in(
different(sections(of(the(collection(system(to(determine(the(potential(impact(of(I/I(on(peak(flows(at(the(
Meadowbrook(WWTP.(((
Budget$Discussion:$
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Cost:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost((rounded):(

($(((((((((((((600((
($(((((((((5,500((
($(((((((22,000((
($(((((((30,000((

(
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(
(
Wastewater(Project(B(Priority(
(

(
( (
(
Meadowbrook*WWTP*Rapid*Filtration/Tertiary*Treatment**

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

9(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$(2,092,500(

$
Need$for$Project:$
The(need(for(this(project(is(based(on(the(success(of(the(Meadowbrook(WWTP(Optimization(Project.(In(
order(to(further(improve(the(wastewater(effluent(quality,(if(needed,(additional(treatment(by(high(rate(
filters(may(be(added(to(the(end(of(the(wastewater(treatment(process.(The(additional(treatment(would(
improve(the(wastewater(effluent(quality(so(that(the(percolation(rates(of(the(treated(wastewater(at(the(
Selby(ponds(is(improved.((
(
At( the( current( flow( rates,( the( Meadowbrook( WWTP( and( Selby( Percolation( Ponds( are( functioning(
adequately.( For( planning( purposes,( it( is( anticipated( that( this( additional( level( of( treatment( will( be(
required( in( the( future( based( on( either( the( need( to( improve( the( percolation( rates,( recycled( water(
needs,(or(to(meet(future(regulatory(requirements.((
(
Once( the( Eastside( Force( Main((ESFM)( Project( is( in( place,( wastewater( flows( from(the(east(side(of(the(
community(will(be(redirected(to(the(Meadowbrook(WWTP(through(new/reconfigured(lift(stations(and(
force(mains.((
((
Supporting$Information:$
Adding(a(filtration(process(downstream(of(the(Meadowbrook(WWTP(would(decrease(the(TSS(loading(
to(the(Selby(Ponds(and(likely(increase(the(percolation(rates.((
(
If(filtration(is(implemented(at(the(Meadowbrook(WWTP,(it(is(recommended(that(high(rate(filtration(be(
used.(The(footprint(for(intermittent(sand(filters(is(large(and(would(take(up(the(majority(of(the(available(
space(within(the(existing(WWTP(perimeter(fence.(Although(high(rate(filtration(is(more(expensive,(it(is(
typically(more(reliable(and(easier(to(operate.((
(
High( rate( filtration( is( typically( used( in( water( and( wastewater( treatment( as( a( tertiary( polishing( step.(
There( are( a( number( of( manufacturers( of( packaged( filtration( systems.( Treatment( performance( from(
one( system( to( the( next( is( relatively( similar( and( process( selection( often( comes( down( to( operator(
preference.(Installation(of(high(rate(filters(now(would(position(the(District(for(future(compliance(with(
Title(22(regulations.(Should(the(District(choose(to(implement(wastewater(reuse(in(the(future,(the(high(
rate(filters(could(serve(as(a(tertiary(polishing(step(after(a(mechanical(plant(to(produce(reuse(water.(
(
September(2013(

(

(
A( packaged( system( for( high( rate( filtration( would( be( the( most( ideal( application( for( the( District.( A(
packaged(system(would(include(filter(tanks,(media,(piping,(valves,(and(controls.(Storage(Pond(K(would(
be( used( as( an( equalization( pond( with( feed( pumps( to( dampen( flow( to( the( system.( High( rate( filters(
operate( best( at( a( constant( flow.( A( high( rate( filter( would( be( designed( for( peak( day( flow( to( limit( the(
amount( of( equalization( required( prior( to( the( filters.( Due( to( the( smaller( surface( area( of( a( high( rate(
filtration( system( when( compared( to( an( intermittent( sand( filter,( solids( load( should( be( kept( to( a(
minimum(to(lower(backwash(frequency.(
(
Recommended$Solution:$
In( order( to( improvement( the( MWWTP( treatment( process,( it( is( anticipated( that( certain( capital(
improvements( must( be( designed( and( constructed.( These( will( consist( of( improvements( to( the( AIPS(
treatment(pond(system(with(the(addition(of(High(Rate(Filters(at(the(end(of(the(treatment(process.(
(
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:( (
(
(
(
(
((((
Estimated(Construction(for(High(Rate(Filters((HMM)(
Construction$Subtotal$$
(
Construction(Contingency((25%)(
Design/Engineering/Environmental/Construction(Observation/Admin/Legal((
(30%):(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
(

$((((((((1,350,000(
$$$$$$$$$1,350,000$
$
$(((((((((((337,500$
$$((((((((((405,000(
($((((((2,092,500(

This(is(a(preliminary(planning(level(estimate(
Reference:*Wastewater*System*Evaluation**prepared*by*Hatch*Mott*MacDonald,*dated*April*5,*2012(
(
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(

(
(
(
Wastewater(Project(B(Priority(
(

(
( (
Meadowbrook*WWTP*Headworks*Project**

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

12(months(

(

((Construction:(

9(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$(1,550,000(

$
Need$for$Project:$
The(Meadowbrook(WWTP(currently(utilizes(a(manual(bar(screen(to(prevent(large(debris(from(entering(
the(AIPS(pond(system.( A t (the(current(flows,(the(bar(screens(are(generally(cleaned(once(per(day.(If(the(
screens(are(not(cleaned(frequently(enough,(or(a(surge(of(inorganic(materials(is(sent(to(the(wastewater(
plant,( a( dam( may( form( on( the( screen,( causing( a( backup( into( the( headworks.( This( could( cause( an(
overflow,(sending(unscreened(influent(to(the(ponds.(
(
The(bar(screen(is(a(handsUon(operation(and(care(needs(to(be(taken(to(ensure(that(minimum(exposure(to(
the(raw(wastewater(takes(place.(The(addition(of(an(automated(bar(screen(would(minimize(the(exposure(
of(employees(to((potentially(hazardous(sharp(objects(in(the(wastewater,(such(as(hypodermic(syringes.((
(
An(automated(bar(screens(will(help(protect(downstream(equipment(by(removing(the(floatables(such(as(
rags(and(‘flushable’(cleaning(or(disinfecting(wipes(from(the(influent(stream.(If(they(are(not(removed(in(
the(beginning(of(the(treatment(process,(then(they(have(to(be(removed(later(in(the(process(when(they(
resurface.(This(often(occurs(in(the(first(treatment(ponds(where(the(floatables(wrap(around(and(bind(the(
aerator(blades.((
$
Supporting$Information:$
Unscreened(debris(overwhelms(the(manual(bar(screen(and(results(in(excessive(inorganic(debris(and(grit(
entering(the(pond(system.(Floating(debris(including(rags(and(‘flushable’(cleaning(and(disinfecting(wipes(
are(drawn(into(the(aerators(requiring(staff(to(manually(remove(them.(This(occurs(in(the(first(pond,(and(
therefore( requires( contact( with( the( untreated( wastewater.( Increasing( the( efficiency( ( of( the( bar(
screening(before(the(wastewater(enters(the(first(pond(will(mean(more(efficiency(and(increased(safety(of(
the(staff.((
Recommended$Solution:$
With( the( additional( flows( anticipated( to( reach( the( WWTP( with( the( ESFM( project( an( increase( in(
screening(capacity(will(be(required(along(with(the(necessity(for(an(automated(system.(An(improvement(
in( screening( will( improve( the( overall( performance( of( the( plant( by( preventing( a( larger( percentage( of(
inorganic( debris( from( entering( the( process( and( increasing( employee( safety.( Construction( of( a( new(
Meadowbrook(WWTP(Headworks(is(recommended.((
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Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:( (

(

Estimated(Construction(for(New(Headworks(
Construction$Subtotal$$
(
Construction(Contingency((25%)(
Design/Engineering/Environmental/Construction(Observation/(
Admin/Legal/(((30%):(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(
(

(

(

(

((((

$((((((((1,000,000(
$$$$$$$$$1,000,000$
$
$(((((((((((250,000$
$
$$((((((((((300,000(
($(((((((1,550,000(

This(is(a(preliminary(planning(level(estimate(
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(
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(

(

Wastewater(Project(C(Priority(
(

(

(

(

Bennett*Way*Interceptor*Upgrade*

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

10(months(

(

((Construction:(

4(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$254,000(

(
Need$for$Project:$
The(sections(of(the(existing(sewer(main(along(Bennett(Way(have(insufficient(capacity(to(deliver(buildUout(
peaks(flows(under(the(East(Side(Force(Main(and(Lift(Station(Project(sewer(routing.(((
Supporting$Information:$
The(existing(10”(sewer(main(along(Bennett(Way,(just(north(of(Las(Tablas,(currently(possesses(sufficient(
capacity(to(transport(PHWWF(flows(from(the(upgraded(Lift(Station(#3,(as(part(of(the(East(Side(Force(
Main(and(Lift(Station(project.((However,(under(buildUout(conditions(the(peak(flows(will(exceed(the(
capacity(of(certain(sections(of(the(sewer(main(under(PHWWF(conditions,(shown(in(Figure(1(below.((
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(

Bennett$Way$
Interceptor$

(
(

(
(
Figure$1.$$Project:$$Bennett$Way$Interceptor$Upgrade$
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(
These(sections(have(diminished(capacity(due(to(their(shallow(slope;(the(slope(of(these(sections(of(
pipeline(ranges(from(0.00052(to(0.00058(ft/ft.((Due(to(the(shallow(slope(of(the(three(sections(of(sewer(
main,(these(sections(will(require(upgrading(from(10”(to(12”(to(bring(the(depth(of(flow(to(diameter(ratio(
under(the(0.6,(as(shown(in(Table(1.((
Table$1.$Deficient$Bennett$Way$Interceptor$summary$
Sewer(Location(

Bennett(Way(

Length((ft)(

Diameter((in)(

Estimated(BuildU
out(Flow((mgd)(

Calculated(
Maximum(
Capacity((mgd)(

695(

10(

1.16(

1.0(

$
The(contributing(factors(for(increasing(the(flows(in(these(sections(of(sewer(main(are(infill(in(the(
downtown(portion(of(the(collection(system,(development(of(future(growth(area(#4(and(planned(septic(
conversion(of(future(growth(area(#5.(
$Recommended$Solution:$
It(is(recommended(that(the(District(upgrade(the(identified(10”(sections(of(sewer(main(along(Bennett(
Way(from(10”(PVC(to(12”(PVC.((However,(prior(to(implementing(the(main(upgrade(project(it(is(
recommended(that(the(District(survey(these(manholes(to(verify(that(their(slope(is(consistent(with(the(
information(shown(on(the(construction(drawings.(
Budget$Discussion:$
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Professional(Services(PreUConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

($(((((((25,400((
($(((((((29,300((
($(((((((((3,900((
($(((((((39,100((
($(((((156,300((
($((((((((((((((((U((((
($(((((254,000((

(
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(

Wastewater(Project(C(Priority(
(

(

(

(

East*Side*Interceptor*Upgrade*

(

(

((Design(and(Permitting:(

10(months(

(

((Construction:(

6(months(

(

(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

$577,100(

(
Need$for$Project:$
Sections(of(the(existing(East(Side(Interceptor(have(insufficient(capacity(to(deliver(buildUout(peak(flows,(
under(the(East(Side(Force(Main(and(Lift(Station(Project(sewer(routing.(((
Supporting$Information:$
Sections(of(the(existing(12”(VCP(East(Side(Interceptor,(that(runs(from(Main(St(to(the(railroad(tracks,(do(
not(possess(sufficient(capacity(to(deliver(buildUout(PHWWF.(((Figure(1(shows(the(relevant(sections(of(the(
East(Side(Interceptor(Upgrade.((While(the(depth(of(flow(in(these(pipeline(sections(meets(the(depth(of(
flow(criteria(under(current(conditions,(the(increased(peak(flows(at(buildUout(exceed(the(capacity(of(
these(sections(of(pipeline.((These(sections(have(diminished(capacity(due(to(their(shallow(slope;(the(slope(
of(these(sections(of(pipeline(ranges(from(0.0020(to(0.0027(ft/ft.((Due(to(their(shallow(slope,(these(
sections(will(require(upgrading(from(12”(to(15”(to(bring(the(depth(of(flow(to(diameter(ratio(under(the(
0.6,(as(shown(in(Table(1.(((
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(

East$Side$
Interceptor$$

East$Side$Interceptor$Upgrade$
((

(
$
Figure$1$Project:$$East$Side$Interceptor$Upgrade$
(

$
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(
Table$1.$$Deficient$East$Side$Interceptor$summary$
Sewer(Location(

Length((ft)(

Diameter((in)(

Estimated(BuildU
out(Flow((mgd)(

Calculated(
Maximum(
Capacity((mgd)(

Lift(Station(#3(

2531(

12(

0.9(

0.7(

$
The(contributing(factor(for(increasing(the(flows(in(these(sections(of(sewer(pipeline(is(infill(in(the(
downtown(portion(of(the(collection(system(and(development(of(future(growth(in(the(Industrial(area,(
identified(as(area(#4(in(this(Master(Plan(Update.(
Recommended$Solution:$
It(is(recommended(that(the(District(upgrade(the(identified(sections(of(sewer(interceptor(to(Lift(Station(
#3(from(12”(VCP(to(15”(PVC.(However,(prior(to(implementing(the(main(upgrade(project(it(is(
recommended(that(the(District(survey(these(manholes(to(verify(that(their(slope(is(consistent(with(the(
information(shown(on(the(construction(drawings.(
Budget$Discussion:$
Estimated(costs(for(this(project(are(as(follows:(
Professional(Services(PreUConstruction((13%):(
Professional(Services(During(Construction((15%):(
Admin/Legal((2%):(
Contingency((25%):(
Project(Construction:(
Easement(Acquisition:(
Opinion(of(Total(Project(Cost:(

($(((((((57,700((
($(((((((66,600((
($(((((((((8,900((
($(((((((88,800((
($(((((355,100((
($((((((((((((((((U((((
($(((((577,100((

(
(
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Appendix(B(*(Water(Demand(Analysis(Methodology(
Excerpt(from(Draft(Master(Plan,(Water(Demand(Section,(prepared(by(WSC,(3/8/2013(!!!!!!

!

WATER&DEMAND&
1.1 SPATIALLY&ALLOCATED&DEMAND&AND&LAND&USE&DEMAND&FACTORS&
To(analyze(water(demands(within(the(District’s(water(system,(WSC(linked(Fiscal(Year((FY)(2009*2010(
customer(usage(data,(including(landscape(irrigation(meters,(to(its(spatial(location(and(designated(land(
use(to(get(a(snapshot(of(customer(usage(for(each(land(use(type.((Because(customer(usage(data(does(not(
include(un*accounted(for(water,(the(2009*10(spatially(allocated(usage(data(needed(to(be(adjusted(to(
match(production(data.((Additionally,(the(District(has(observed(a(declining(trend(in(water(usage(over(the(
past(several(years(that(has(been(attributed(to(depressed(economic(conditions,(water(conservation(
efforts,(and(wetter(hydrologic(conditions.((Due(to(this(declining(trend,(it(was(determined(that(the(2009*
10(spatially(allocated(customer(usage(data(be(adjusted(to(match(the(District’s(average(production(from(
2006*10(to(allow(for(a(more(conservative(analysis(of(the(available(water(supply(and(the(hydraulic(
capacity(of(the(distribution(system.((These(correlated(demands(were(designated(as(Current(and(used(to(
analyze(the(District’s(ability(to(meet(current(or(near*term(demands.(((
The(spatially(allocated(current(water(demands(were(loaded(into(the(water(model(and(assigned(to(the(
nearest(node(using(the(WaterGEMS®(Load(Builder(tool.((These(demands(were(used(to(represent(the(
Average(Day(Demands((ADD)(for(the(current(distribution(system(model(scenario.(((

1.2 INCREMENTAL&FUTURE&DEMAND&ESTIMATES&
This(Water(System(Master(Plan(quantifies(current(and(build*out(water(demands.(In(the(future,(the(
District(may(need(to(quantify(historical,(current,(and(projected(water(demands(in(five(year(increments(
per(the(requirements(of(the(Urban(Water(Management(Planning(Act((UWMP(Act)(in(conjunction(with(
Senate(Bill(x7*7((SB7).((The(District(is(not(currently(required(to(submit(an(Urban(Water(Management(
Plan((UWMP)(because(it(is(under(the(3,000(connections(and(3,000(AFY(thresholds(requirement.((
However,(currently(planned(developments(and(existing(will*serve(letters(will(cause(the(District(to(reach(
the(threshold(requirements(in(the(foreseeable(future.(((

1.3 BUILD8OUT&DEMAND&ESTIMATES&
Build*out(is(a(term(used(to(describe(the(maximum(amount(of(development(allowed(by(existing(land(use(
designations(and(zoning(regulations(within(a(given(boundary,(with(assumptions(used(to(account(for(real(
estate(and(development(markets.((WSC(and(the(District(evaluated(multiple(methodologies(for(
developing(estimates(of(water(demand(at(build*out.((Upon(review(of(these(methodologies,(the(District(
selected(an(approach(that(determines(build*out(water(demands(by(applying(current(land(use(water(
demands(in(gpd/acre(to(all(undeveloped(acreage(within(the(District’s(current(service(area(and(SOI.(((
(
(

(

(

Figure 1. Projected current spatially allocated water demands

Figure 2. Spatially allocated build-out water demand
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Appendix(C*(Water(Quality(Analysis(
Excerpt(from(Draft(Master(Plan,(Water(Quality(Section,((prepared(by(WSC(3/8/2013(

1.1 #WATER#QUALITY#
1.1.1 Water#Quality#Summary##
Table(1(provides(a(summary(of(the(water(quality(constituents(summarized(in(the(Templeton(Community(
District’s(2011(Consumer(Confidence(Report.((The(water(quality(summary(shows(that(the(blended(water(
from(the(District’s(wells(meets(the(CDPH’s(Primary(Drinking(Water(Standards(for(drinking(water.((The(
acronyms(used(in(the(table(are(defined(below:(
Table&1.&&2011&Blended&water&quality&summary&
Detected contaminants with a Primary Drinking Water Standard (Average Value)
Units

MCL

PHG/MCLG

Level
Detected

Range of
Detections

Arsenic

ppb

10

n/a

6.0

ND - 17

Barium

ppm

2

2

0.04

0.04 - 0.04

Fluoride

ppm

2

1

0.32

0.3 - 0.3

Nickel

ppb

100

12

4

4-4

Nitrate

ppm

45

45

28

ND - 60

Nitrate & Nitrite as N

ppm

10

10

3.8

3.8 - 3.8

Selenium

ppb

50

30

18.2

7 - 29

pCi/L

15

n/a

7.7

6 - 10

Total Coliform Bacteria

n/a

>1

n/a

0

0

Total Trihalomethanes

ppb

80

n/a

0.4

ND - 0.8

Parameter

Gross Alpha Particle Activity

Detected constituents with a Secondary Drinking Water MCL (Average Value)
Chloride

ppm

500

n/a

157

157 - 157

(micromhos)

1600

n/a

1540

1540 - 1540

Sulfate

ppm

500

n/a

360

360 - 360

Total Dissolved Solids

ppm

1000

n/a

1040

1040 - 1040

Specific Conductance

Detected contaminants without a Drinking Water Standard (Average Value)
Boron

ppm

n/a

n/a

0.1

0.1 - 0.1

Hardness

ppm

n/a

n/a

730

730 - 730

Sodium

ppm

n/a

n/a

58

58 - 58

Vanadium

ppb

n/a

n/a

0.007

0.006 - 0.009

n/a(–(Not(Applicable(
ND(–(Not(Detected(
MCLG(–(Maximum(Contaminant(Level(Goal(
pCi/L(–(picoCuries(per(liter((a(measure(of(radiation)(
PHG(–(Public(Health(Goal(
ppb(–(Parts(Per(Billion(
ppm(–(Parts(Per(Million(
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Appendix(C*(Water(Quality(Analysis(
Excerpt(from(Draft(Master(Plan,(Water(Quality(Section,((prepared(by(WSC(3/8/2013(
(
The(water(quality(at(several(of(the(District’s(wells(has(exceeded(or(currently(exceeds(CDPH’s(primary(
MCLs.((To(avoid(delivering(water(that(exceeds(CDPH’s(primary(MCLs,(the(District(utilizes(several(blending(
strategies(that(are(described(in(the(following(sections.(((
1.1.1.1 Arsenic*
Water(from(the(District’s(Creekside(Deep(well(periodically(exceeds(the(MCL(for(arsenic(of(10(µg/L.((To(
avoid(violation(of(the(CDPH(regulations,(the(District(blends(the(Creekside(River(with(the(Creekside(Deep(
and/or(the(Davis(well.((The(resulting(concentration(of(arsenic(is(less(than(10(µg/L(and(meets(the(MCL.(((
Figure(1(below(shows(the(raw(water(arsenic(concentration(for(the(Creekside(Deep(and(River(wells(and(
their(combined(blended(concentration(in(2011.(
14(
12(

Arsenic&(µg/L)&

10(
8(
Arsenic(MCL(
6(

Creekside(Deep(
Creekside(River(

4(

Blended(

2(

10/14/2011(

9/24/2011(

9/4/2011(

8/15/2011(

7/26/2011(

7/6/2011(

6/16/2011(

5/27/2011(

5/7/2011(

4/17/2011(

0(

(
Figure1.&&TCSD&2011&arsenic&blending1&
Utilizing(the(current(blending(scenario,(the(District(is(able(to(meet(CDPH’s(MCL(for(arsenic.((However,(if(
the(MCL(were(to(be(lowered(or(if(the(Creekside(River(well(were(to(become(inoperable(for(water(supply(
or(mechanical(reasons,(the(Creekside(Deep(well(would(become(unusable.((Due(to(the(critical(importance(
of(this(shallow(aquifer(well,(the(District(is(currently(evaluating(the(installation(of(a(water(treatment(
facility(system(at(the(Creekside(site.(((

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
1

(Arsenic(data(obtained(from(District(tracking(spreadsheet(

2(
(

Appendix(C*(Water(Quality(Analysis(
Excerpt(from(Draft(Master(Plan,(Water(Quality(Section,((prepared(by(WSC(3/8/2013(
1.1.1.2 Nitrate*
The(Cow(Meadow(well(periodically(exceeds(the(primary(Maximum(Contaminant(Level((MCL)(for(Nitrate(
of(45(mg/L((as(NO3).((To(prevent(water(containing(Nitrate(in(excess(of(the(MCL(from(being(delivered(to(
its(customers,(the(District(blends(water(from(the(Cow(Meadow(well(with(the(Silva(and(Platz(3(wells.((The(
District’s(SCADA(system(is(programmed(to(only(allow(the(Cow(Meadow(well(to(operate(when(the(Silva(
well(is(operating.((Water(from(the(Cow(Meadow(well(is(blended(with(the(Silva(well(water(with(an(inline(
static(mixer.((The(mixed(well(water(is(then(blended(with(the(Platz(3(well(water(prior(to(entering(the(
distribution(system(
Table&2.&&Nitrate&blending&wells&
Well&
Flow&Rate&(gpm)& Nitrate&(mg/l&as&NO3)&
Cow&Meadow&
110(
43(
Silva&&
220(
16(
Platz&3&
500(
0(
&
(
(
Blended&Flow&
830(
10(
(
The(District(monitors(the(blended(well(water(nitrate(concentration(at(two(locations(downstream(of(the(
inline(mixer.((In(2011,(the(concentration(of(Nitrate(detected(in(the(District’s(distribution(system(ranged(
from(Non*Detect((ND)(to(41(mg/L*NO3,(meeting(CDPH’s(MCL(.(((
1.1.1.3 Perchlorate*
In(2008,(perchlorate(was(detected(in(the(District’s(Silva(well.((The(dates(that(the(well(was(sampled(and(
the(concentrations(of(perchlorate(detected(are(shown(in(Table(3(below.((The(concentrations(detected(in(
March(and(May(2008(exceeds(the(CDPH(MCL(for(perchlorate(of(6(ug/L.((Subsequent(testing(showed(
normal(readings(and(the(District(is(continuing(to(monitor(the(perchlorate(levels(in(the(Silva(well.(
Table&3.&&Perchlorate&detection&in&Silva&3&well&
Well&ID(
Silva&3(
(
(
(
(
&

Date(
Concentration&(mg/L)(
4/23/2008(
20(
5/2/2008(
ND(
5/6/2008(
ND(
5/20/2008(
4.4(
7/1/2008(
ND(
9/23/2008(
ND(
&

1.1.1.4 Iron**
The(District’s(Graff(well(has(levels(of(iron(that(exceed(the(CDPH’s(secondary(standard(for(iron.((At(some(
point(in(the(future(the(District(will(evaluate(a(wellhead(treatment(system(to(improve(the(taste(and(odor(
of(the(water(obtained(from(the(Graff(well.(
3(
(

Appendix(C*(Water(Quality(Analysis(
Excerpt(from(Draft(Master(Plan,(Water(Quality(Section,((prepared(by(WSC(3/8/2013(
1.1.2 Future#Drinking#Water#Standards#
The(following(upcoming(water(quality(regulatory(changes(may(impact(the(District’s(current(and(future(
water(treatment(and(distribution(facilities(and(monitoring(programs.(
1.1.2.1 Revised*Total*Coliform*Rule*
In(2010,(the(Environmental(Protection(Agency((EPA)(released(its(proposed(revisions(to(the(1989(Total(
Coliform(Rule((6).((These(revisions(are(designed(to(achieve(the(following(objectives:(((
1) Require(public(water(systems(that(are(vulnerable(to(microbial(contamination(to(identify(and(fix(
the(problems(and;(
2) Establish(criteria(for(systems(to(qualify(for(and(stay(on(reduced(monitoring,(thereby(providing(
incentives(for(improved(water(system(operation(
A(review(of(the(District’s(Consumer(Confidence(Reports(from(2006*2010(determined(that(the(District(
has(exceeded(the(CDPH’s(MCL(for(total(coliforms(only(once(in(recent(years.((Therefore,(it(is(unlikely(that(
the(proposed(changes(to(the(Total(Coliform(Rule(will(require(significant(modifications(to(the(District’s(
existing(treatment(systems.((Additionally,(due(to(the(infrequent(detections(of(total(coliforms(in(the(
District’s(distribution(system,(the(District(may(be(able(to(qualify(for(reduced(coliform(monitoring.((
1.1.2.2 Revised*Long@term*2*Enhanced*Surface*Water*Treatment*Rule*
The(EPA(has(identified(the(Long*term(2(Enhanced(Surface(Water(Treatment(Rule(as(one(of(the(
regulations(that(will(be(reviewed(as(part(of(its(retrospective(regulatory(review(plan.((Though(these(
revisions(may(not(take(affect(for(several(years,(the(District(may(want(to(track(their(progress(as(it(may(
impact(design(of(the(Nacimiento(water(treatment(plant.(
1.1.3 Water#Quality#Recommendations#
To(continue(maintaining(compliance(with(the(CDPH’s(MCL(for(arsenic,(the(District(needs(to(continue(its(
blending(operating(procedures(at(the(Creekside(wells.((The(District(should(continue(to(monitor(the(
arsenic(regulatory(environment(and(consider(installation(of(an(arsenic(treatment(system,(as(any(
reduction(of(the(MCL(or(malfunctions(at(the(Creekside(River(well(could(limit(the(District’s(ability(to(
operate(its(Creekside(Deep(well.((Blending(operations(at(the(Cow(Meadow,(Silva(and(Platz(wells(should(
be(continued(to(ensure(that(the(District(does(not(exceed(the(Nitrate(MCL(in(the(distribution(system.(((
&
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Accurately evaluating the Templeton Community Services District’s (District) water system infrastructure
requires an updated water model that represents the current condition of the District’s water distribution
system and the spatial allocation of current and future demands. To achieve this, WSC created a water model
based on the District’s updated system mapping in WaterGEMS®, a Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
enabled hydraulic modeling software product by Bentley. This TM is organized in the following sections:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

System Mapping Update
Model Development
Spatially Allocated Demand
Water System Calibration

Section 1: System Mapping Update
To develop an accurate representation of the District’s water system, WSC started with the GIS shapefiles
developed for the District’s previous master plan update. However since the last system mapping update,
numerous development and CIP projects were completed within the District. To update the system mapping,
WSC modified the GIS shapefiles based on information obtained from record drawings for new developments
and CIP projects, the Water System Atlas and information provided by District staff. Attribute data (pipe
diameter, pipe material) for the new elements, obtained from the record drawings, was entered into the GIS
shapefiles during the system mapping update.

Section 2: Model Development
To develop the hydraulic model, the GIS shapefiles were imported into WaterGEMS® using ModelBuilder®.
Connectivity within the model for the model was developed based on spatial location. Line features (pipelines)
were connected to the nearest point features (Water Node, Water Tank, and Well) within the GIS dataset.
Water valves and fire hydrants were not included in the water model as they do not significantly impact the
operation of the hydraulic model.
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Elevation Data
To establish the elevations for each of the nodes within the water model, WSC utilized elevations raster files
obtained from the USGS’s Nation Elevation Dataset (NED). Using Terrain Exractor® tool within WaterGEMS®,
WSC was able to extract a ground elevation for each node or pipe junction in the water system. These
elevations were then spot checked against ground elevation from Google Earth® and from record drawings,
where available.

Section 3: Spatially Allocated Demand
WSC developed spatially allocated water demands for the existing distribution system by using customer
address to link customer consumption data (July 2009 through June 2010) from the District’s billing database to
the spatial locations contained in a parcel polygon shapefile obtained from ParcelQuest®. The initial join was
successful for 78% of the customer records. The remaining customer records that did not join with a parcel
address were looked at more closely. Upon examination, it was evident that there were commonalities between
the customer record addresses that were not matching parcel addresses. Some of the commonalities included
truncated street names and extraneous text and characters within the customer address. WSC requested
clarification and verification of truncated street names and edited the customer database addresses based on
the District’s guidance. Another join was executed yielding an 87% match of the customer records to parcels.
The remaining customer records were spatially allocated using the Geocode tool within ArcGIS®. The result of
the Geocode was analyzed for misallocations. The misallocated customers had erroneous addresses due to how
they were entered in the District’s customer database. WSC requested verification of where these customers
should be located and the District provided marked up maps and revised addresses to correctly geospatially
allocate the remaining customers. After reviewing the spatial allocation of the 2009 10 customer demands, WSC
identified parcels that served by the District’s water system that were not assigned a demand point. To include
these parcels in the demand factor analysis, WSC used aerial images to identify parcels with visible development
that should be included in the parcels served by the District’s water system. These parcels were assigned a
demand point with no associated customer data or demand. It is assumed that the customer demand point for
that particular parcel was either inactive from FY 2009 2010, was not included in the customer demand
database, or was located within a nearby parcel through the geocoding process. The process was completed to
include the area for these parcels when calculating the land use demand factors.
The 2009 2010 spatially allocated customer consumption records represent a limited snapshot of customer
demands for the District’s distribution system and does not include unaccounted for water. To correlate to
actual water production for the District over a longer time span, each of the individual 2009 10 spatially
allocated usages were multiplied by a correlation factor that increased the total demand for the spatially
allocated usage equal to the average total production from 2006 through 2010. These correlated demands were
assumed to represent current demands and used to develop land used demand factors for predicting future
demands.
Once all customers were correlated to the average total production from 2006 through 2010 and correctly
geospatially allocated, they were intersected with a land use categories shapefile developed by the County of
San Luis Obispo. The spatial join of customers to a parcel and intersection with a land use yielded one
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geospatially allocated water demand database, described in Section 3 of the Water and Wastewater System
Master Plan.

Section 4: Water System Calibration
To enable the water system model to simulate the real world conditions of the District’s distribution system, the
model was calibrated using hydrant test data. WSC hired Fluid Resources Management (FRM) to collect hydrant
testing data, including test hydrant flow rates and residual hydrant pressures, from at eight (8) select locations
within the distribution system. The hydrant testing locations were selected to: 1) obtain hydraulic data
representative of the distribution system; 2) approximately match locations from the previous master plan; and
3) stress the distribution system and provide detectable changes in residual pressures. To facilitate the data
collection, WSC prepared individual data sheets for each hydrant testing location. The completed hydrant
testing datasheets are located in Appendix A.
To calibrate the model using the hydrant testing data, WSC developed modeling scenarios for each hydrant test.
Initially, the model was loaded with City’s average day demand and pipelines were assigned standard or
textbook Hazen Williams friction factors. WSC then created individual scenarios for each hydrant test’s static
condition to check for model elevation or pressure gage errors by comparing the static pressures at the residual
and test hydrants against the modeled static pressures. Hydrant tests where the observed static pressures did
not approximately match modeled values (i.e. differences greater than 6 psi) were not included in the model
calibration. Based on this criterion, several of the hydrant tests were re done to obtain data that matched the
criteria. Upon selection of the validated hydrant tests, individual residual pressure scenarios were developed for
each hydrant test. For the residual pressure scenarios, a demand load equal to the test hydrant flow rate was
applied to the node representing the test hydrant in the model. The residual hydrant pressure observed during
the hydrant test was then compared against the modeled residual pressure at the residual hydrant to check the
calibration of the model. The Hazen Williams friction coefficients for the different pipe materials within the
distribution system were then modified to improve the correlation between the modeled and observed residual
pressures at the residual hydrants.
During the calibration process, WSC identified differences in the amount of head loss observed in different
portions of the District’s distribution system. To allow the model to account for these spatial differences, WSC
separated the AC pipelines into four different roughness groups (Northeast, Southeast, Southwest, Northwest)
and assigned a separate friction factor for each group to allow the model to best represent observed conditions.
The friction coefficients used for the District’s water model are shown in Table 1 below and a summary table of
the hydrant test results and the model calibration is contained in Appendix B.
Table 1. Hazen-Williams friction factors

Pipe Material

Hazen Williams C Factor

Ductile Pipe
Fiberglass Pipe
PVC Pipe
Steel Pipe
AC Southwest

100
100
95
100
100
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AC Southeast
55
AC Northeast
65
AC Northwest
95
To compare the differences between the observed pressures and the modeled pressures from the calibrated
model, WSC developed a model correlation plot. Plotting modeled versus observed values should create a 45
degree line to show adequate correlation. The correlation plot for the water system mode is shown in Figure 1
below.

Figure 1. Water system model calibration correlation plot

Section 4: Hydraulic Modeling
To perform the hydraulic modeling, WSC developed modeling scenarios for current and build out distribution
systems. These scenarios were then loaded with demands that represent Average Day Demands (ADD),
Maximum Day Demand (MDD) and Peak Hour Demands (PHD). For all of the modeling scenarios, the levels
within the storage tanks were set at approximately half full. Additional modeling scenarios were created for CIP
projects identified as necessary to correct existing and future deficiencies.
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Accurately evaluating the Templeton Community Services District’s (District) wastewater system infrastructure
requires a hydraulic model that represents the current condition of the District’s wastewater collection system.
This Technical Memorandum describes the process that WSC utilized to develop the sewer model for the
District’s wastewater system. This TM is organized in the following sections:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

System Mapping Update
Model Development
Collection System Loading
Collection System Model

Section 1: System Mapping Update
Before developing the collection system model in SewerGEMS ®, WSC utilized the District’s AutoCAD system
mapping as the base map to develop GIS system mapping. Individual layers from the AutoCAD system map were
converted to GIS shapefiles. Additional shapefiles were developed for each of the features not present in the
AutoCAD system (ex. lift stations, wet wells, etc.).
Since the last system mapping update, numerous development and CIP projects were completed within the
District service area. To update the system mapping, WSC modified the GIS shapefiles based on information
obtained from record drawings for new developments and CIP projects, the Sewer System Atlas, previously
created GIS shapefiles and information provided by District staff. Attribute data (invert elevation, pipe
diameter, pipe material and installation date) for the new elements, obtained from the record drawings, was
entered into the GIS shapefiles during the system mapping update.

Section 2: Model Development
To develop the hydraulic model, GIS shapefiles for the collection system were imported into SewerGEMS using
Bentley’s ModelBuilder® tool. Connectivity within the model was developed based on spatial location. Line
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features (pipelines) were connected to the nearest point features (manholes, cleanouts, etc.) within the GIS
dataset.
Invert Elevation Data
The invert elevation data for the TCSD sewer model was obtained from various sources: the 2005 sewer model;
2005 survey data; and the District’s record drawings.
The primary source of invert elevation data was provided by the District as shapefiles, created from survey data,
developed for the 2005 Master Plan Updates sewer model by the Wallace Group. Attribute data from the
Wallace Group GIS shapefiles was extracted to the GIS features developed by WSC based on spatial location
using the buffer and intersect functions in GIS. The results of the extraction were reviewed to correct any issues
related to manholes being in close proximity to each other. Additional invert elevation data was manually input
into the GIS dataset from the record drawings provided by the District for the features included in the system
mapping updates.
Upon completion of the invert elevation data extraction and the inclusion of invert elevation data obtained from
the system mapping updates, the District’s GIS mapping contained invert elevation data for 283 of the 515
manholes in the collection system.
To assist the District in visualizing the extent of the available invert elevation data, WSC developed a map
showing the manhole features that contained invert elevation data and presented it the to the District. The map
contained highlighted areas, identified by WSC, which would be most beneficial to investigate and obtain
additional invert elevation data. Upon review of the invert elevation map, the District reviewed its record
drawings and obtained invert elevation data for an additional 170 manholes that did not previously contain
invert elevation data. The invert elevation data was joined to the appropriate manhole elements in the sewer
system mapping GIS shapefiles based on the District’s manhole ID numbers.
Rim Elevation Data
To establish the rim elevations for each of the manholes within the model, WSC utilized elevation raster files
obtained from the USGS’s Nation Elevation Dataset (NED). Using the SewerGEMS® Trex tool (Terrain Extractor),
WSC extracted a ground elevation for each node in the sewer system. Due to the accuracy of the NED some
corrections were required to ensure that the rim elevation was greater than the invert elevations for each of the
manholes. The rim elevations within the model that required modification were designated by inputting .99 ft
to the modified rim elevation.

Section 2: Collection System Loading
This section contains specific modifications and methodology details related to the development of the spatially
allocated loads for the collection system model.
Duty Factors
WSC utilized duty factors (percentage of water delivered that enters collection system) from the Wastewater
Collection System Study for the City of Paso Robles (2007) and the Water Use Factors Report (1999) for the City
of San Luis Obispo as a reference for selecting duty factors for the District’s collection system. The reference
duty factors and the duty factors selected for the Districts collection system are shown in below
3/8/2013
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Table 1. Reference duty factors

Land
Use
Code

Min
Reference
Sewer
Duty
Factor

Max Reference
Sewer Duty
Factor

Selected
Duty
Factor

CR

0.11

1.00

0.65

CS

0.08

0.95

0.50

IND

0.50

0.95

0.60

MUC

0.70

0.90

0.80

OP

0.09

1.00

0.45

PF

0.09

0.50

0.50

REC

0.06

0.06

0.06

RMF

0.40

1.00

0.70

RR

0.30

0.60

0.35

RS

0.30

0.60

0.40

RSF

0.30

0.80

0.53

HOS

Comments / Assumptions

Paso Robles: 13 (NC), 11 (CC), 23 (RC)
SLO: 80 (Bar), 80, 90 (food service retail), 80,90,100 (storeretail)
Paso Robles: 8
SLO: 80 (auto repair), 95 (car wash), 90 (hair salon), 80
(health club), 60,70 (motel), 70 (service station)
Paso Robles: 50
SLO: 80 (auto repair) 95 (car wash), 80 (laboratory), 90
(manufacturing), 80 (warehouse, wholesale)
Paso Robles: Unknown
SLO: 70,90 (commercial building mixed tenancy)
Paso Robles: 9 (OP), 29 (BP)
SLO: 30,100 (bank or S&L), 70,90 (offices)
Paso Robles: 9
SLO: 40, 50 (church),
Paso Robles: 6 (Park and Open Space)
SLO: Unknown
Paso Robles: 46,47 (RMF 8,9,12,16,20)
SLO: 60, 80, 100 (apartments), 40 (group housing)
Paso Robles: 48
SLO: 30,60 (House SFR)
Paso Robles: 45
SLO: 30,60 (House SFR)
Paso Robles: 45,46,47 (RSF 1,2,3,4,6) 80 (MHP)
SLO: 60 (condo), 30,60 (House SFR), 70 (Mobile home park),

0.70

Un- Correlated Water Demands
When developing the spatially allocated water demands for calibrating the sewer system model, WSC utilized
the 2009-10 customer demand data obtained from the District’s customer demand database and not the 200610 correlated water demands. Reviewing the sewer flow data for Volpi Ysabel and Meadownbrook, WSC
observed stable and consistent flow rates over the previous 5 years and did not see the recent decline observed
in the water demands. Therefore, the collection system loading was correlated to water demands that
corresponded with the sewer flow data that was utilized to develop the Average Daily Flow (ADF) estimates for
Meadowbrook and Volpi Ysabel (Jan 2009-Nov 2011).
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Sewer Service Area
The District’s sewer collection system was separated into two main sewersheds: Meadowbrook; and Volpi
Ysabel. The extents of these sewersheds do not correspond with the water system service area. To account for
the difference between the water and sewer service areas, a GIS polygon was developed for each of the
sewersheds, using the District’s atlas, record drawings and review and input from District staff, and intersected
with the water consumption parcels shapefile to identify the total flow and area for all parcels that are currently
contributing flow to the current wastewater collection system. District staff provided input into which parcels
are on septic tanks or have private wells and these parcels were account for when establishing the sewer service
area.
Additionally, an exception was made for the Los Robles Mobile Home Park (LRMHP). The LRMHP provides its
own water, but discharges to the District’s collection system. Utilizing land use demand factors established for
the water system, the LRMHP was assigned an estimated consumption amount based on its acreage and land
use type. This estimated consumption was added to the GIS shapefile that was utilized to develop spatially
allocated loading for the sewer system.
Irrigation Demand
To account for water that is solely used for irrigation, WSC removed the consumption demands for the water
accounts that were designated as irrigation accounts for the analysis of duty factors and current and build out
collection system loading.
Twin Cities Hospital
Twin Cities Hospital was assigned a unique Land Use Code (HOS) to allow it to be assigned a customized sewer
duty factor. The hospital was assigned a sewer duty factor of 80% to account for the increased indoor water use
associated with this type of facility.
Additionally, to ensure that the sewer flows associated with the Twin Cities Hospital were attributed to the
appropriate sewer mains the following modifications, shown in Table 2 below, were made to the loading
shapefiles.
Table 2. Sewer Loading Modifications

APN
40289033

LUC
PF/HOS

Note
Spatial loading moved to load flow to 10” VCP main on Las Tablas Road.

Flow Data
To develop flow estimates for the collection system, WSC analyzed daily flow data from Meadowbrook (Jan 2009
– Nov 2011) and Volpi Ysabel (Jan 2010 – Nov 2011). Based on input from District staff, it was determined that
several of the peak flow readings were attributed to plugged influent flow line at the Meadowbrook Wastewater
Treatment Plant and consequently gage reading errors. The flow data for these days was excluded from the
analysis for ADF and peaking factors.
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Section 4: Collection System Model
Model Loading
Using the spatially allocated sewer flow shapefiles (Current_Loading_Points_NAD27_b and
Buildout_Loading_Points_NAD27_b), WSC utilized SewerGEMS® LoadBuilder to assigned the current and build
out ADF loads to the sewer model. WSC selected the nearest pipe loading methodology to assign each point
load to the nearest sewer main in the model.
Modeling Scenarios
Using the current and build out average daily flow (ADF) spatially allocated loadings, WSC developed 4 different
primary loading scenarios in the sewer model. These scenarios are described below:
Current ADF – Loaded to represent the current Average Daily Flows (ADF) for the District’s collection
system. The calculation options for this scenario are set to ignore pumped/lift station flows (i.e. ADF are
passed through the lift stations to the downstream pipelines).
Current PHWWF – Loaded to represent the current Peak Hour Wet Weather Flows (PHWWF) for the
collection system. PHWWF were developed using a peaking factor of 3.2, which was applied to the ADF.
This peaking factor was developed through an analysis of peak flows observed at Meadowbrook and
Volpi Ysabel. The calculation options for this scenario allow for pumped/lift station flows to be included
in the model (i.e. force mains and downstream pipelines are flowing at pumping flow rates)
Build out ADF – Loaded to represent the predicted ADF at Build out. Build out assumes that all areas
identified by the District for possible future connection to the collection system are contributing flow
based on their Land Use Demand Factor (gpd/acre) and Sewer Duty Factor in addition to current ADF
contributions. The calculation options for this scenario are set to ignore pumped/lift station flows (i.e.
ADF are passed through the lift stations to the downstream pipelines).
Build out PHWWF – Loaded to represent the Peak Hour Wet Weather Flows (PHWWF) for the collection
system at Build out. This scenario assumes the same peaking factor as the current PHWWF scenario
(3.2). The calculation options for this scenario allow for pumped /lift station flows to be included in the
model (i.e. force mains and downstream pipelines are flowing at pumping flow rates)
Model Skeletonization
Due to the missing elevation data for portions of the District’s sewer manholes, WSC utilized a skeletonization
technique that identified portions of the collection system that may have capacity limitations at current and
build-out flow rates. To identify these potentially deficient sections, WSC calculated the flow rates for 4, 6 and 8
inch pipelines that would equal a d/D ratio of 0.5 for a pipeline with a very conservative (small) slope and a
Mannings Coefficient of 0.014. The calculated flow rates for used for skeletonization are shown in Table 3
below. Pipelines with a diameter of 10 inches or greater were not evaluated for skeletonization and were
included in the capacity analysis in the model.
Table 3. Skeletonization flow rates

Diameter
(in)
4
6
8
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Slope
(hl/L)
0.00025
0.00025
0.00025

n

d/D

Q (gpd)

0.014
0.014
0.014

0.5
0.5
0.5

9,008
26,560
57,199
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Using these flow rates, the model was analyzed at build-out PHWWF to identify which sections of pipeline could
possibly have a d/D of greater than 0.5 at build-out. Pipelines identified as flowing at flow rates greater than the
flow rates shown above were identified as needing further analysis (i.e. evaluation of pipeline slope and d/D).
Pipelines flowing at PHWWF less than those shown in Table 3 were identified as being sufficiently sized to meet
capacity requirements at build-out and not requiring further analysis.
Using this analysis, WSC determined that the majority of the pipelines that exceeded the flow criteria for
skeletonization contained invert elevation data and could be analyzed for sufficient capacity. Several pipelines
that were identified as requiring additional analysis did not contain invert elevation data and were flagged by
WSC as needing field surveying to obtain invert elevation data to enable further capacity analysis. Due to the
lack of invert elevation data, WSC was not able to evaluate the capacity of these pipelines to deliver current and
build-out flows.
Collection System Modeling
To evaluate the need for improvements to the District’s collection system, WSC used the calibrated model to
analyze the collection system’s ability to meet the minimum pipe velocity and d/D criteria. The specific
evaluation criteria utilized for the collection system evaluation is contained in the Evaluation Criteria TM and
where appropriate the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) projects were supported with collection system
model runs.
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